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Executive Summary
In 2010, two final year students studying Instrumentation and Control Engineering at Murdoch
University were given the opportunity to undertake a six month Process Control Engineering
internship program at BHP Billiton’s Worsley Alumina Refinery located in the south west of
WA. The purpose of this document is to present the work carried out on a number of projects
by an intern employed as a Murdoch University Contractor at the Worsley Alumina Refinery.
Prior to commencing project work the intern needed to gain an understanding of the refinery’s
operations, control system architecture and some of the software tools utilised by Process
Control Engineers. A summary of these are provided in this document preceding discussion of
the intern’s project work.
Projects covered in detail in this document related directly to the field of Process Control
Engineering and allowed the intern to experience a broad range of tasks from control loop
tuning through to configuration of software and hardware relating to the Refinery’s
Distributed Control System (DCS). Background information, methodologies for implementation
and a summary of findings or future recommendations are presented for each of the four
projects covered in detail. The four projects detailed in this report are as follows;





Network Configuration for a Foundation Fieldbus (FFB) Training Exercise
DCS to PLC Communications Interface Project
Gas Calculation Migration to an ACE Control Module
Offline SISO Control Loop Tuning Utilising Tune Wizard

Also covered in this report are brief summaries of other work undertaken by the intern
including projects ascertaining to the building of Human Machine Interface (HMI) graphical
pages, migration of DCS point information and training courses undertaken to improve the
intern’s technical and professional development as an engineer.
The Process Control Engineering internship program offered by BHP Billiton Worsley Alumina
Pty Ltd and Murdoch University allowed the intern to gain relevant industry experience
through the application of knowledge gained in his university studies and was thoroughly
worthwhile.
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Disclaimer
All of the material contained within this document is solely the work of the author unless
otherwise referenced.
All work was carried out under the supervision of the intern’s industry supervisor; Process
Control Consultant Rob Duggan and remains the property of BHP Billiton Worsley Alumina Pty
Ltd.
I declare the following to be my own work, unless otherwise referenced, as defined by
Murdoch University’s Plagiarism and Collusion Assessment Policy.

Kyle James Edwards
18 October 2010
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1 Introduction
As part of Murdoch University’s Bachelor of Engineering degree, select students are given the
opportunity to partake in a 16 week internship program whereby they will gain valuable
industry work experience in a field relevant to their studies. In 2010, BHP Billiton’s Worsley
Alumina Pty Ltd gave two successful candidates the opportunity to work as Process Control
Engineering Interns. The Worsley Alumina Refinery, which was officially opened in April 1984 is
located in the south west of Western Australia and produces 3.55 million tonnes of aluminium
hydrate per annum from bauxite ore utilising a modified Bayer process. The bauxite is supplied
to the refinery by an overland conveyor from BHP mining operations located approximately
50km away. The alumina produced at the refinery is transported via rail to port facilities
located in nearby Bunbury. (Douglas, 2007)
The Worsley refinery boasts some of the most sophisticated control systems for this type of
industry in the world which are backed by a group of extremely talented and professional
Process Control personnel who monitor and maintain the system. The control system
architecture is a mesh of a number of legacy systems with new technology, largely due to the
extensive period that the refinery has been in operation. Because of this, the Process Control
Group possesses great technical knowledge in a wide area coming from many different
backgrounds.
During the course of the internship, a number of projects were assigned to the intern that held
specific relevance to prior studies taken at Murdoch University. The following chapters of this
report detail these projects and the approach that the intern had taken in order to achieve the
desired outcomes. Additional experiences and work are also briefly outlined including some of
the training and tools utilised throughout the 16 week period. Unfortunately, due to word
limitations, a great amount of detail has been omitted from some sections, however where
possible, brief summaries of work undertaken has been included.
The four projects that will be covered in greater detail relate directly to the intern’s university
majors, Instrumentation and Control Engineering and Industrial Computer Systems
Engineering. In particular, they covered the configuration of a development and training
network, investigation into a DCS based calculation which determined gas usage and
nominations, an investigation into how process interlocks were sent from a DCS controller to
the programmable logic controllers (PLCs) via a serial interface and a short familiarisation
exercise utilising industrial available software to tune a pressure control loop. Prior to the
commencement of project work, the intern needed to understand the environment in which
he was working in. This involved an overview of the refinery operations and control system
architecture.
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2 Background
Before commencing project work, it was necessary to gain an understanding in both the
refinery operations and architecture of the control system. An overview of the refinery
operations and a short section on the history behind the current configuration of the BHP
Billiton’s Worsley Refinery DCS are presented in the following sections.

2.1 Refinery Operations and the Bayer Process
At Worsley, the refinement of alumina from bauxite ore is carried out using a modified Bayer
Process. Extraction of alumina from the other materials contained within the bauxite ore takes
place due to its ability to readily dissolve in a caustic soda solution while the other materials
are left undissolved. The following explanations are not intended to detail this process, rather
introduce the function of each area within the Worsley Alumina Refinery. The intent is to
familiarise readers with operations occurring within each area of the refinery to better
understand the projects described in the following chapters.
The refinery is broken into seven areas of operation, four of which define the major steps for
extraction of alumina in the Bayer Process. The seven areas of the refinery are as follows:








Raw Materials
Area 1 – Digestion
Area 2 – Clarification
Area 3 – Precipitation
Area 4 – Calcination
Liquor Burner
Powerhouse

Each section of the refinery performs a specific task in the production of alumina and is
discussed in more detail below. The physical layout of the refinery outlining the location of
each of the areas mentioned above can be viewed in Appendix B.
2.1.1 Raw Materials Overview
The Raw Materials area is located on the northern and eastern side of the refinery with
stockpiles running the entire eastern length. This area is responsible for maintaining a
sufficient surplus of bauxite ore for transportation to the next refining area. Bauxite ore is
received at Raw Materials from the Bauxite Mine via a 51km overland conveyor. Large bucket
wheel reclaimers are used to reclaim the ore from the stockpiles where it is transported to
Area 1. (Douglas, 2007)
2.1.2 Area 1 – Digestion Overview
The first stage in the Bayer Process, digestion, takes place in this area. Digestion is the process
by which the bauxite ore is mixed with a hot caustic solution causing the alumina to dissolve.
Three intermediate stages take place in this area, these being;
1. Bauxite Grinding – Ore is mixed with recycled spent liquor in rod and ball mills to
reduce its size and create a slurry mixture.
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2. Desilication – The slurry is pumped to large desilication vessels and held at 98°C for
approximately seven hours to neutralize unreacted silica. Silica is an impurity that can
lead to heavy scaling in pipework and must be removed.
3. Digestion – The slurry is mixed with additional hot caustic solution at a pre-determined
alumina to caustic ratio and raised to a temperature of approximately 175°C to ensure
almost all alumina dissolves into the solution.
From here the pregnant liquor is pumped to the Clarification stage in Area 2. (Douglas, 2007)
2.1.3 Area 2 – Clarification Overview
The primary function of Area 2 is to remove undissolved mud solids left in solution from the
overflow of the digester blow-off (DBO) slurry in Area 1. Clarification takes place by adding
flocculants to the slurry and allowing it to settle. Heavier substances fall to the bottom and are
removed. The residue undergoes various stages of filtration and washing to remove alumina
rich liquor before being sent to the Bauxite Residue Disposal Area (BRDA). The remaining
alumina rich liquor from the settling tanks (known as green liquor) is sent to the Green Liquor
Filtration facility to remove fine solid particles before being sent to Area 3 – Precipitation.
(Douglas, 2007)
2.1.4 Area 3 – Precipitation Overview
Aluminium hydrate (alumina) crystals are formed by a process known as precipitation; this
process takes place in Area 3. Precipitation of alumina crystals occurs when the clear filtrate
(or green liquor) is mixed with small, cleaned hydrate crystals (seed) and allowed to cool in
large mechanically agitated precipitation/agglomeration vessels. From the precipitation
vessels, the alumina crystals (still in solution) are sent to a facility where seed separation,
filtration and hydrate classification takes place. Smaller crystals are sent back to be used as
seed and the appropriate sized crystals are transported to Area 4 to undergo calcination.
(Douglas, 2007)
2.1.5 Area 4 – Calcination Overview
In Area 4, final stages of liquor purification and filtration take place to remove impurities such
as oxalate, before being sent to the calcination facility. The primary function of this facility is to
remove all surface and chemically bound moisture from the aluminium hydrate. This is done
by various drying processes using Electrostatic Precipitators (ESPs) and Fluid Bed Calciners
operating at temperatures in excess of 900°C. The product is then cooled and transported to a
storage facility awaiting loading for transportation to BHP Billiton Worsley Alumina Port facility
in Bunbury. (Douglas, 2007)
2.1.6 Liquor Burner Overview
One of the mostly costly aspects of the refinery’s operation is soda cost. BHP Billiton Worsley
aims to reduce production costs by reclaiming and recycling soda in the Liquor Burner Area. In
this area, spent liquor is concentrated (by evaporation) and dried in a rotary kiln to burn off
total organic compounds (TOCs) and form sodium aluminate. TOCs can heavily reduce the
amount of alumina precipitated in Area 3 as well as reduce the amount of alumina able to be
digested in Area 1. It is therefore very important to remove these organics to improve
production efficiency and increase aluminium hydrate yield. Running many of the processes
described above requires the use of steam for heating and electricity for fluid transport
operations. These utilities are produced by the refinery’s Powerhouse. (Douglas, 2007)
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2.1.7 Powerhouse/Co-Generation Plant Overview
The Production of steam and electricity for use by the various refinery processes takes place
within the refinery’s Powerhouse. Three coal-fired boilers producing 10MPa steam at a
temperature of 515°C feed the Powerhouse’s four turbines. The extraction turbines produce
medium pressure steam at 1300kPa and low pressure steam at 450kPa as well as electricity for
refinery use. The externally owned, but Worsley operated Co-generation Plant contains a
120MW base-load gas turbine and Heat Recovery Steam Generator (HRSG). This plant can be
used to supplement the steam or power generation of the Powerhouse when required or in
emergency situations. (Douglas, 2007)

2.2 Overview of the Worsley Refinery Control System
The control system architecture at the Worsley refinery is a delicate mesh of a number of
different distributed control systems (DCS). This is primarily due to the extensive length of time
the refinery has been in operation and its relative size. Other reasons leading to the mesh of
different systems are due to the commissioning of ‘turnkey’ systems onsite complete with
their own systems. Some of these are owned by third parties such as areas of the Powerhouse
and Cogeneration plant. The following section aims to provide an insight into the history of
Worsley’s control system that has led to its current configuration. A simplified schematic of the
refinery’s control system architecture can be viewed in Appendix C and may aid in the
understanding of the following section. Abbreviations for terms referred to in this schematic
and the remainder of the report can be found following the Bibliography.
First alumina production at the Worsley refinery took place back in 1985, and at that time
Honeywell’s TDC 2000 control system was utilised to regulate operations. (Douglas, 2007) This
system was first introduced by Honeywell in 1975 and was one of the first distributed control
systems available. (Honeywell International, 2010) TDC 2000 was simple by today’s standards
and consisted of a number of Process Interface Units (PIU) and Basic Controllers (CB). Each
controller could accommodate 16 analog inputs, 8 analog outputs and 8 processing slots (these
could range from PID algorithms down to simple operations such as selectors, summers and
multipliers). The PIUs provided slots for I/O processing which came from the field. Information
was transferred between the field devices, PIU and CB nodes via 5 Data Hiways boasting
transfer rates of up to 256kb/s. It was not long before the DCS was superseded by other
systems on the market and an upgrade of Worsley’s DCS was necessary.
Being a continuous process, and due to the size of the operations at the refinery, it was not
feasible to halt production to upgrade systems and thus online upgrades took place over a
longer period of time. Upgrading small areas at a time enabled Process Control and Systems
Engineers at Worsley to ensure the DCS maintained integrity throughout. Over the past 27
years of continuous operation the Worsley refinery has undergone two major DCS upgrades.
The first, which occurred roughly 10 years ago, upgraded Honeywell’s TDC 3000 system (this
superseded TDC 2000) to the new (at the time) Total Plant Solutions (TPS) system. Changes
that occurred in this upgrade were;
 The Data Hiway Gateway (HG) was upgraded to a Network Interface Module (NIM).
 The addition of the Process Control Network (PCN) which housed more advanced
nodes.
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The original process controllers (PIU, CB) were upgraded to High Performance Process
Managers (HPM) and Advanced Process Managers (APM).
The inclusion of the Application Processing Platform (APP) node – TPS systems
advanced applications platform used for process optimisation and advanced control,
similar to the Applications Module (AM) with the addition of Windows OS
functionality. These nodes were added to the LCN.
The existing data historian was upgraded to the Process History Database (PHD) server
Universal Stations (US) were upgraded to the Global User Stations (GUS) – These were
the operator Human Machine Interface (HMI) consoles.

The second major upgrade occurred roughly 5 years ago and involved the upgrade of the TPS
DCS to Experion Process Knowledge System (EPKS or PKS). Changes that have occurred in this
migration include;




The addition of Honeywell’s Fault Tolerant Ethernet (FTE) network.
The APM was replaced with the C200 and C300 Experion controllers.
US and GUS were upgraded to Experion Stations via TPS (EST).

The existing Applications Module (AM) which performs high level calculations still remains on
the refinery’s LCN and only interfaces using HGs or NIMs which are incompatible with Experion
PKS. High level calculations and advanced control strategies are implemented in EPKS by
Advanced Control Environment (ACE) modules which communicate with nodes on the
Universal Control Network (UCN) and the FTE network. It should be noted that this migration is
currently still ongoing in some areas of the refinery.
The refinery’s DCS contain many different networks as a result of this mesh of different
technologies. Multiple FTE networks exist in the refinery partly due to reduce the load put
onto switches and other nodes. Table 1 presents a number of different networks which exist in
the hierarchy. The simplified schematic located in Appendix C should be consulted to aid in
understanding.
Table 1: Refinery Networks

Network
Local Area Network (LAN) – Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd
(WAPL) Asia Pacific (APAC) network – This network is
located on the other side of the firewall to the Refinery’s
Control Network for security and safety reasons (known as
the ‘dirty side’).
Process Control Network (PCN) Domain – This network
domain is the highest level of the ‘clean side’ at Worsley
and provides Process Control Engineers with access to
nodes such as the APP, GUS, PHD, ACE, ESVT, EST and ES-F
which sit on both the LCN and FTE networks.
Fault Tolerant Ethernet 1 (FTE1) – This network is part of
Worsley’s control network (‘clean side’) and incorporates
Areas 1, 2 and 3 of the Refinery.
Fault Tolerant Ethernet 2 (FTE2) – This network is part of
Worsley’s control network (‘clean side’) and incorporates
Area 4, Liquor Burner and Raw Materials.

Max Data Transfer Rates
100Mb/s

100Mb/s

100Mb/s

100Mb/s
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Fault Tolerant Ethernet 3 (FTE3) – This network is part of
Worsley’s control network (‘clean side’) and incorporates
the Powerhouse.
Local Control Network (LCN) – This network is part of
Worsley’s control network (‘clean side’) for all Areas of the
Refinery bar the Powerhouse. The LCN is part of the TPS
system and house nodes such as Application Modules
(AM), History Modules (HM) as well as provide interfaces
with C200 and C300 controllers.
Local Control Network 2 (LCN2) – This network is part of
Worsley’s control network (‘clean side’) for the
Powerhouse.

100Mb/s

Universal Control Network (UCN) – This network sits under
the LCN in the hierarchy and interfaces via NIM’s. HPM’s
and Fail Safe Controllers (FSC) typically sit at this level.

5Mb/s

5Mb/s

5Mb/s

Introducing each new system to the control hierarchy meant that interfaces between each
differing system needed to exist in order to establish communications. This is achieved via
gateways and interface modules. For example a Network Interface Module (NIM) is found
between each LCN and UCN node. It is also important to understand the limitations posed by
interfacing networks particularly regarding data transfer rates. For example although the FTE
network typically transfers data at rates of 100Mbits/s, when interfacing with devices found on
the LCN, the transfer rates are limited to the speed of the LCN (5Mbits/s).

2.3 Engineering Tools/Applications
Each project undertaken throughout the course of the internship required the use of a number
of tools and applications. These resources are utilised by Process Control Engineers at Worsley
and are an integral part in the maintenance, configuration and monitoring of the Refinery’s
DCS. Each resource utilised by the intern is introduced and briefly described below to aid in the
readers understanding when alluded to in the following chapters. It is also necessary for
readers to be familiarised with the term ‘point’. A point is data structure that, in most cases,
contains information about a field or DCS entity, this term is used interchangeably with ‘tag’
throughout this report.
2.3.1 DBDOC Hyperview
DBDOC is a web-server based application which is used to view system graphics, databases and
the configuration of distributed control systems. It takes a weekly snapshot of the DCS and
presents information in a read-only format cross-referencing all documentation. The
Hyperview Browser allows navigation through the information allowing engineers to perform
tag or point searches, trace connections, view live data directly on documents and make
necessary annotations. (G. Michaels Consulting Ltd, 2010) This documentation tool is used to
navigate information contained within the Refinery’s Powerhouse Burner Management System
(BMS) which is currently an ABB vendor DCS.
2.3.2 Honeywell Doc4000
Doc4000 is a Honeywell vendor package used at the Worsley refinery for system
documentation and process automation management. It is a web-server application developed
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to read information off Honeywell DCS and SCADA systems and is capable of generating a wide
variety of reports and change management tasks that can be tracked and accessed enterprisewide to allow collaboration between different personnel within the company. (Honeywell
International, 2010) This package is used by Worsley Process Control Engineers to query points
within all assets of the operation offering detailed information and references used for trouble
shooting. It is the primary documentation tool for the Refinery’s DCS.
2.3.3 Honeywell Native Window
Direct access to all information found on each of the refinery’s two LCNs is made utilising
Honeywell’s Native Window. Initially launched with Honeywell’s TDC 3000 DCS system in 1990,
Process Control Engineers at the refinery use this application as a window to configure points
and make step changes directly on the LCN rather than through an Experion Console Station
(ES-C) or Experion Flex Station (ES-F). As the data displayed on Native Window is essentially
‘live’, the intern was able to make use of this tool for a number of projects. Typically, point
details relating to point activity, and calculation expressions that needed to be verified on the
TPS DCS were done so by accessing data from Native Window.
2.3.4 Honeywell Experion Station
Honeywell Experion Station is the primary operator interface utilised by Control Room
Operators (CROs) at the Worsley refinery. Experion Station allows CROs to monitor and make
changes to the operation of the refinery process through its many interactive functions and
graphical pages. Process graphics as well as alarm summaries, event management and
trending displays are all accessible in this application. The pages displaying ‘real-time’ process
information acquired directly from the TPS DCS and EPKS are built and maintained by Process
Control Engineers and adhere to a set of standards. Worsley have adopted a grey on grey
Abnormal Situation Management (ASM) standard for all pages displayed on the Experion
Station. This application was available only when operating computers logged on directly to
the Worsley PCN and was utilised by the intern in a number of projects involving verification of
‘online’ data as viewed by operators and in the testing/debugging of newly built HMI pages.
2.3.5 Honeywell PlantScape Station
Much like Honeywell’s Experion Station, PlantScape Station is a Human Machine Interface
(HMI) application for viewing system data located on the Refineries DCS and SCADA systems. It
is essentially an older version of the current Experion Station however is utilised extensively by
Senior Shift Engineers and management and can be accessed on the WAPL APAC network.
2.3.6 Honeywell Configuration Studio: Quick Builder
The Quick Builder application forms part of Honeywell’s Configuration Studio which is used for
configuring all aspects of the Experion PKS SCADA system. Quick Builder is a database tool that
allows Engineers to configure points, controllers and even Flex Stations whilst the system is
online. (Honeywell International, 2007) Process Control Engineers at Worsley use this
application to build all SCADA points within the Experion PKS.
2.3.7 Honeywell Configuration Studio: Control Builder
Like Quick Builder, this application forms part of Honeywell’s Configuration Studio. Control
Builder is the primary Experion PKS process engineering tool utilised to program control
strategies. It is a Windows based, graphical environment that uses a function block approach
to design, implement and document programs to be run by Experion controllers such as C200,
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C300 and ACE modules. In addition to the project and programming side of this application,
online monitoring of control modules (CM) and nodes configured on the Experion PKS SCADA
system can be performed. (Honeywell Pacific Technical Education Centre, 2006)
2.3.8 Honeywell HMIWeb Display Builder
HMIWeb Display Builder allows custom display graphics to be constructed for use on Experion
Station. This application comprises of two parts; the Drawing Pane and the Scripting Pane. The
drawing pane allows graphics and shapes to be configured to tag names in the DCS and
provide a graphical representation of process information to the operators. Process Control
Engineers at Worsley create small programs or functions within the scripting section to
perform ‘behind the scenes’ tasks when in operation in Experion Station. The programming
language used for scripting such functions is Visual Basic (VB). (Honeywell International, 2009)
2.3.9 Honeywell Heartbeat Node Status Display
This application runs via an internet browser such as Internet Explorer. It is used for
troubleshooting on Honeywell’s FTE network and displays each device and its FTE index
(similar to an IP Address for Honeywell’s FTE) as seen by the current node that is running the
application. This allows fault finding on the network so if there is a faulty path or device it will
be apparent to the users.
2.3.10 PAS Tune Wizard
Tune Wizard allows PID tuning of single input single output (SISO) control loops in an easy to
use step by step process. The application, created by Plant Automation Services (PAS), includes
many internal functions allowing the recommendation and comparison of tuning parameters
based on data acquired or imported directly from the Refinery’s DCS. There are many
configurable fields and a number of broad tuning methods that can be selected depending on
what performance criteria is required from each control loop. Furthermore, results from
statistical analysis and documentation can be generated in automatic reports and exported for
future reference. (PAS Inc, 2005)
2.3.11 Microsoft Office Applications
Applications such as MS Visio and MS Excel were extensively utilised by the intern throughout
the course of project work. As Experion PKS operates on a Windows OS, transferring data to
and from Experion applications to a database tool such as Excel was straightforward and
created minimal formatting or data corruption issues.
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3 Internship Project Work
Over the period of the internship program, a number of projects have been assigned to the
intern that are of significant relevance to his studies. Word limitations posed upon this report
inhibit a detailed discussion on every project in which the intern has been involved in.
However, four selected projects have been covered in greater depth. The amount of detail
does not indicate the level of importance of each project. Rather the intern has found that
these may be of greater interest to the readers. Other project work and training exercises will
be briefly summarised in Chapters 4 and 5.
Projects undertaken by the intern that will be discussed in greater detail are as follows:





Network Configuration for a Foundation Fieldbus (FFB) Training Exercise
DCS to PLC Communications Interface Project
Gas Calculation Migration to an ACE Control Module
Offline SISO Control Loop Tuning Utilising Tune Wizard

3.1 Network Configuration for a FFB Training Exercise
3.1.1 Introduction/Background
Traditionally, instrumentation acquiring measurements from the field, sent information to the
refinery’s DCS via individual 4-20mA current loops which fed into large I/O marshalling
cabinets. While this is a proven method for obtaining field measurements, it also requires the
running of many individual cables which is both costly and labour intensive. Under this
premise, as part of Worsley’s Efficiency & Growth (E&G) expansion project, newly
commissioned instrumentation is to be Foundation Fieldbus (FFB) equipment. This has the
potential to benefit the company by reducing installation costs (as less cables are required)
and offer better capabilities as digital information is able to be sent to and from the DCS
regarding instrument health (for fault finding) and configuration.
Foundation Fieldbus is a two wire serial communications bus that follows an open
architecture. FFB comprises of two subsystems: H1 and High Speed Ethernet (HSE). H1 runs
between field instrumentation and actuators possessing maximum transfer rates of 31.25kb/s
while the HSE bus typically connects controllers and PLC’s for high speed data flow (up to
100Mb/s). Instruments are powered by the 24V bus in addition to the ability to transfer
multiple configurable variables to the DCS for trending, maintenance and process optimisation
purposes. (Fieldbus Foundation, 2003) As this technology is new to the refinery, Worsley
Electrical/Instrumentation (E/I) Technicians and Process Control Engineers require
familiarisation and training with the system prior to commissioning the new instruments.
3.1.2 Scope of Project
In order to provide a training and familiarisation course for the new FFB equipment, a ‘pseudo’
control network required configuration. This network was setup to provide similar
functionality to the refinery’s DCS and consisted of a number of personal computers (PC)
configured with applications similar to refinery ESTs and ES-Vs, an Experion server, an
industrial ethernet switch (IES), FFB equipment and a C300 control cabinet which consisted of
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a pair of C300 controllers, pair of Firewall Modules, pair of Fieldbus Interface Modules (FIMs)
and associated power supplies.
Two distinct tasks defined the scope of this project, these were;
1. To setup a temporary control network to allow FFB instruments to be appropriately
configured, and
2. To wire FFB equipment correctly and produce a block connection diagram of the task
for use in future training sessions.
As an additional task, the intern attended the FFB training session for E/I Technicians and
Process Control Engineers. This task is described in detail in Section 5.1.
3.1.3 Time Allocation and Management
This project was scheduled to run for two working days. There was a strict deadline to adhere
to as immediately following the final day, the first training session with E/I Technicians was to
take place. As a result the intern planned the days to incorporate the aforementioned tasks.
The first day was dedicated to configuring the network, while the following day was allocated
for wiring of the instruments and constructing the block connection diagram. Delays in the
arrival of additional FFB instruments meant some restructuring of work needed to take place,
however this was fairly insignificant as the relative workload for this project was light.
3.1.4 Method/Implementation
The actual configuration of the development network was divided into the following individual
parts:
Setting up PCs
The Personal Computers (PC) chosen for this project were surplus units stored in the Area 3
control room. They were already configured with the same software as found on all Worsley
Alumina Pty Ltd (WAPL) machines and therefore were ready to be connected with peripherals
(such as mouse, keyboard and monitor)and switched on. Each PC was then connected via a
standard Cat 5 UTP Ethernet cable to an Industrial Ethernet Switch (IES) to create the training
network. Fault Tolerant Ethernet (FTE) and two IESs were not required for this training
configuration however in the Worsley control structure, redundancy is imperative.
In order to set up the PC’s for training purposes, a Virtual Machine (VM) platform was required
to be installed on each computer. The VM was prebuilt by a Process Control Engineer
facilitating the training session and replicates a PC configured on the WAPL PCN network. This
was to allow connection to the Experion server for purposes of the training session. The folder
containing the VM was copied to each PC and the subsequent platform was installed. The next
step involved the configuration of the network.
Configuring IP Addresses and renaming appropriate LAN networks
In order to identify each station on the network, Internet Protocol (IP) addresses were
configured. This was necessary for both the physical machine and the VM running on each.
Two IP addresses were configured for each VM and the connections bridged to the physical
machine. The two different IP addresses on the VM represented the green and yellow
networks in the refinery’s FTE network. As a result they were renamed ‘FTE Green’ and ‘FTE
Yellow’. The method used for configuring the IP addresses included these following steps:
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1. Selecting the following: Start>>Control Panel>>Network Connections.
2. Right clicking on the available LAN connections and selecting Properties.
3. Scrolling down to the bottom of the window and double clicking on TCP/IP
connections.
4. Choosing the second tab in the new window and configuring a unique IP address.
5. Repeating the above steps for each LAN connection on also on the VM.
Once the network addresses for each machine were configured, the stations were renamed for
purposes of identification on the FTE network.
Renaming Stations
To identify each different node on the network, the VM running on each PC was renamed as
‘Station1’, ‘Station2’, ‘Station3’, etc. This was achieved by the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

On the VM desktop right click on My Computer and select Properties.
Select Find Target and wait for a new window to appear.
Right Click on the new My Computer icon and select Properties.
Select the Computer Name tab along the top of the window and select the Change
button.
5. Rename the computer a unique name so it is identifiable on the network.
6. Select Apply and once prompted to, restart the machine.
Configuring and checking nodes on the FTE network
Simulating the control network required configuration of the nodes on Honeywell’s system.
This was achieved by a similar method to configuring the IP addresses. Each machine was given
a unique Honeywell FTE node address beginning with a default of 300. The high number
ensured that auto configuration in Control Builder of instruments or other node addresses did
not share the same address as the training stations. The FTE node addresses for each station
and their current status as viewed from each different station were verified by using the
Heartbeat Node Status Display web application. This ensured all stations were configured
correctly and communications with one another and more importantly, with the Experion
server, were able to take place.
Connecting to Experion Server via Configuration Studio
Once the network was successfully configured it was necessary to connect to the Experion
server to ensure communications to the FFB equipment was possible. This was done by
opening Configuration Studio on the VM desktop. All connected FFB equipment was
registering as online (indicated by a green icon) and so no further action was required. The
final step in the project was to wire additional instrumentation and produce a block
connection diagram.
Wiring additional FFB instruments to the bus
In order to wire additional equipment for use in the training session, a number of conventions
must be followed. A trunk and tree (or ‘chicken foot’) topology was followed whereby all
instruments are wired to a device known as a segment protector. Segment protectors prevent
a short circuit from a faulty line or instrument on the bus which if it were not present, has the
potential to short out the entire trunk which could in turn damage the power conditioners in
the FIM module supplying power to each instrument. The segment protector will also allow
instruments to continue to function if a problem with another instrument on the bus occurs.
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They contain a termination device in order to prevent signal reflections which may lead to
errors or incorrect readings. It is a convention to wire only one side of the shielded bus cable
to ground in order to prevent ground loops forming. The reason for this is that potential at
each ground point (either end of the shield) may differ slightly. When there is a potential
difference a current will be induced and may cause interference in the signal of the FFB cable.
The block connection diagram depicting the wiring of FFB equipment for the training session is
shown in Appendix D. Worsley specifications for the implementation of the FFB network
dictate that up to 8 instruments are to be configured per FIM pair. Each FIM can support 2
segment protectors which can each support up to 6 instruments each. This allows 4 additional
FFB instruments to be configured at a later date if required without the need to add any
additional hardware to the bus.
3.1.5 Problems and Constraints
A few constraints hindered the steady progress of this project. These did not adversely affect
the project outcome, but did cause some delays. The first problem encountered was an issue
with the IP address specification. One of the FTE networks for a particular PC was not
identifiable on the Heartbeat Node Status Display. This issue was quickly resolved by firstly
ensuring no conflicting FTE node addresses existed and secondly ensuring each IP address was
unique including the addresses of the physical PCs and VM platforms. The second issue was
outside the control of the intern. The additional instruments which were to be delivered to the
training room at a specified time did not arrive. Whilst this does not seem to be a critical
problem due to the simplicity of the task, it exercises the need to establish a backup plan when
time is critical and dependence on a third party’s schedule is necessary.
3.1.6 Project Conclusion
This project has provided the intern with valuable hands on experience in configuring networks
and wiring FFB instruments. The development network configured by the intern will be utilised
in ongoing FFB training for E/I Technicians and Process Control Engineers to familiarise them
with the new equipment implemented as part of Worsley’s E&G expansion project. A future
improvement for this system will involve replacing the current ‘pseudo’ FTE network with an
actual FTE network. This would better represent the refinery’s actual configuration and will
allow for the development system to also be used for other training types of training. This task
will be performed by the intern as part of the scope in the configuration of a FTE development
network at a later date.

3.2 DCS to PLC Communications SIOP Interface
3.2.1 Introduction/Background
The BHP Billiton Worsley Alumina Refinery utilises a sophisticated control system in order to
control the refining process. The refinery has been in operation since April 1984, and since
then has undergone many upgrades to both the process and its control system. (Douglas,
2007) Currently, the refinery is migrating to Honeywell’s Experion PKS, but still employs many
facets of the previous Total Plant Solution (TPS) DCS. The focus of this project is on this system,
in particular the interfacing between the TPS DCS and PLCs within Area 3 - Precipitation.
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At the Worsley refinery all drive logic and process interlocks are executed within the PLCs
located in each area. Consequently, for an interlock to be triggered, some form of
communications link must exist between the DCS (where a process alarm may be generated)
and the PLC (where the interlock is triggered). For the TPS system, this link is known as a Serial
Interface Input/Output Processor (SIOP) and effectively interfaces between the High
Performance Process Module (HPM: TPS systems process controller - equivalent to a C200 or
C300 in Experion PKS) and the PLC. It should be noted that the SIOP link also exists between
the EPKS DCS and PLCs however the configuration is different.
3.2.2 Project Scope
At present, the link between the DCS and PLCs through the SIOP modules is operating
correctly. However the label documentation between the PLC coils that are triggered when a
process interlock in the DCS is generated could be improved. Complications for Electricians
analysing ladder logic programs within the Area 3 PLCs arise due to the missing documentation
as many coils are only represented by number corresponding to a bit memory location in these
PLCs. It was the intern’s task to update the coil labels and descriptions within the PLCs of Area
3 with the tag names and item descriptions corresponding to the process interlocks that can be
generated. The scope of the project was divided into three phases of implementation, these
being:





Phase I – Investigate and understand the flow of information from the generation of
an interlock within the DCS to the PLC ladder logic execution.
Phase II – Create a database or spreadsheet that relates the coil numbers within the
Area 3 PLCs to the point in the DCS including its tag name and a short description as to
what process interlock in represents.
Phase III – Liaise with a Worsley Engineering Technician and update the Area 3 PLC coil
labels and descriptions within the ladder logic program of each PLC.

3.2.3 Tools utilised
Process Control Engineers at Worsley have a number of tools at their disposal to aid in projects
such as this. Some applications required the intern to gain a familiarisation before
commencing project work such as Doc4000 and Native Window. The applications used in this
project are listed below.


Native Window – Verification of point activity for discrepancies.



MS Excel – Spreadsheet construction.



Doc4000 – Locating DCS point information.



MS Visio – Construction of information flow diagram.



FRAMEWORX – Program used to modify PLC ladder logic program



PROWORX Ladder Logic PDF Listing – Finding PLC coils for interlocks. (Bargiev, 2010)
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3.2.4

Phase I – Information Flow Comprehension

Hardware Connections
To understand the flow of information from the DCS to the PLC, it is necessary to determine
the hardware interconnections between the two systems. As the SIOP is a vendor package
manufactured by Honeywell there are a number of configurations that can exist to interface
with various PLC vendors. The following section focuses on the SIOP interface of the TPS
system in a generalised sense.
General Honeywell HPM SIOP interfacing
Within the HPM of the TPS system an array point type can be configured to access external
data from serial interface devices, this is done through the SIOP. Configuring the array point
for such I/O operations allows data to be written and read to and from external devices such
as PLCs. Within the HPM itself the array points represent ‘virtual I/O’ and can be accessed via
other HPM control points as well as Control Language (CL) programs. The typical hardware
configuration of the SIOP utilises a redundant pair of modules linked to a HPM. Each SIOP can
connect to one or two FTAs. The FTAs adhere to a set of standards dictating the number of
connecting devices, grounding configurations, termination resistor sizing, cable types and
lengths. Table 2 outlines some of these properties.
Table 2: FTA Standards used in SIOP Interface (Honeywell, 1996)

Convention:
Interconnection
Baud Rate
Max Number of Devices
Max Std Cable Length
Pin Allocation

EIA-422/485
Multidrop
Varied
15
305m
5 Pin Compression Connector
Pin 1 – R (Data +)
Pin 2 – Data +
Pin 3 – Shield
Pin 4 – Data Pin 5 – R (Data -)

EIA-232
Point-to-point
Up to 19.2 kbps
Not specified
15m
DB-25 Pin Connector
Pin 1 – Chassis Ground (FD)
Pin 2 - Transmit Data (TD)
Pin 3 – Receive Data (RD)
Pin 7 – Logic Ground (SG)

The output of the FTAs typically connects to plug-in modules which allow interfacing with
different communication protocols such as Modbus and Allen-Bradley Interfaces. Figure 1
shows the typical hardware connection arrangement of the Serial Interface IO Processor to an
Allen-Bradley (A-B) interface. (Honeywell, 1996)
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Figure 1: Interconnections between HPM and Allen-Bradley Devices through SIOP. (Honeywell, 1996)

The Worsley refinery employs Modicon Quantum PLCs and though some similarities exist with
the above A-B configuration, the hardware interconnections do differ.
Worsley Refinery Configuration
Almost all system components at the Worsley refinery are setup for redundancy which is
essential to ensure safe operation of the process in the event that a component fails. The SIOP
maintains redundancy both within software and hardware, consisting of two identical physical
SIOP modules located in the Process Manager Input Output (PMIO) HPM rack. From the output
of each SIOP there is a direct connection to a pair of field termination assemblies (FTAs) which
then communicates via a RS-232 serial connection to a pair of BM85 bridge multiplexors
configured for redundancy. The BM85s convert the RS232 to Modbus Plus and output to a pair
of redundant Modicon Quantum PLCs. The hardware connection block diagram can be viewed
in Figure 15 of Appendix E. This figure also depicts the SIOP configuration for the EPKS network
utilising C200 controllers instead of the TPS HPM as it was also investigated by the intern.
Information Flow
The Doc4000 application was extensively used by the intern to track the flow of information
between the HPM and the PLC through the SIOP interface. Due to the large size of the refinery,
many drives and process interlocks exist for each area. In order to reduce loading on the
system when transmitting information over the control system network, process interlocks are
configured in such a way that each represents a flag in a much larger array. The array is
populated within the HPM before being sent to the required PLC over the SIOP link. Figure 2
shows the block diagram representation of the information flow which can also be viewed in
greater detail in Figure 15 of Appendix E.
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SIOP Health Status Selector
HPM CL(2)

Field
EG.
LI.PV = 92

Information Flow within HPM

SIOP Array Update Selector
HPM CL(1)

DCS
Flag Write Array
Process Interlock Logic
EG.

Primary SIOP Write Array

DC

state(0) = OFF

If LI.PV <= 90
then set state = 0

state(2) = OFF

Fl(x)

Fl(x)

state(1) = ON
If LI.PV > 90
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Flag Enable Array

S

Fl(x)

Redundant SIOP Write Array

S

Fl(x)

To Primary SIOP onto PLC Coils
PLC Ladder Logic
To Redundant SIOP onto PLC Coils

Figure 2: Flow of Information within the High Performance Process Manager.

As depicted in Figure 2, the process variable (PV) measurement from the field is read by the
DCS (in this case a level measurement of 92%). Process interlock logic within the HPM
compares the PV to some process interlock alarm limits (represented by a HI-HI limit of 90%)
which then passes the result (either 0,1 or 2) to a digital composite (DC). Each process
interlock tag in the DCS writes the value of the DC to two flag arrays within the HPM. In this
case, the previous state of the DC is low (0) and the next state is high (1). Both the first (flag
write array) and second (flag enable array) arrays update the value received by the DC into the
corresponding array elements. A control language (CL) script within the HPM named HPM
CL(1) is executed when the flag has been changed (indicated by the flag enable array) which
writes to both primary and redundant SIOP write arrays. A second script is executed (HPM
CL(2)) which determines the ‘health’ of the SIOP hardware and selects one of the two SIOPs
which will transmit the information to both the primary and redundant PLCs. Each array
element corresponds to a coil assignment within the PLCs.
3.2.5 Phase II – Population of Database for PLC Coil and Tag Relations
Phase II of the project required the intern to produce a database for Area 3 of process
interlock tags, descriptions and associated PLC coil numbers so that labels within the PLC could
be reprogrammed to include information relating to the source of each interlock. To achieve
this, the intern created a series of spreadsheets in Microsoft Excel and imported data gathered
from querying Doc4000.
By thoroughly understanding how process interlocks are passed from the DCS to the PLC, a
methodology was created for locating the flag arrays which referenced each process interlock
in the DCS from a given PLC flag array in Doc4000. Table 3 details this method.
Table 3: Method for Populating Database in MS Excel

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Upon identifying the read and write arrays within the PLC, query the name within
Doc4000. Identification can be made by viewing the FLGSTIX addressing which
corresponds to the PLC coil addresses.
Under the references tab in Doc4000, the appropriate CL sequence (i.e. HPM31SI1)
is selected and viewed by selecting the CL File tab. Within the CL file, identification
of the primary and redundant arrays within the HPM can be made by reading
through the code.
The primary and redundant arrays are expected to be exact in configuration and
therefore the tag of the primary only needs to be queried in Doc4000 by selecting
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Step 4

Step 5

Step 6
Step 7

the references tab.
Under the references tab, a list of associated tag names along with their associated
flag numbers will appear. The list can be exported to an Adobe PDF document and
copied into Excel for further manipulation.
By reverting to the original array tag associated with the PLC, the FLGSTIX field
under the properties tab identifies the location of the tag with flag = 1. Thus all tags
can be match to a unique PLC coil number beginning at this FLGSTIX address.
At this time each tag should also be queried in Doc4000 and the appropriated item
description (viewed under the properties tab) added to the Excel spreadsheet.
If any discrepancies exist, (i.e. two different tags associated with one flag address)
they should be verified on the TPS system by detailing each point in the LCN Native
Window application and viewing its current state. Any inactive or disused points
must be removed as part of Phase III implementation.

A total of five spreadsheets were created which represented the five sets of process interlock
flag arrays that are utilised with Area 3 of the refinery. The fields chosen in each spreadsheet
defined the properties required for the implementation of Phase III. The fields chosen are
detailed in Table 4 below.
Table 4: Field Description for Excel Database

Field Name
1. Flag #
2. Tag/Point Name
3. DO/LO DSTN Status
4. Item Description
5. FLGSTIX
6. PLC Coil Address
7. Node Number

Description
Element or flag within the array in question.
Unique tag name identifiable on the TPS system.
Digital Output / Logic Output Destination number.
Short description of the process interlock to aid in
understanding.
Starting point of the flag array in the PLC’s memory.
Unique coil address corresponding to the process interlock.
Details the location of the HPM on the LCN.

Upon completion of the spreadsheet, a Process Control Engineer reviewed the fields and
annotated the necessary action to take for each discrepancy.
3.2.6 Phase III – Updating PLC Coil information
The first task that followed the conclusion of the previous stage required the intern to raise a
Process Control Change (PCC) against another Process Control Engineer at Worsley. PCCs are a
structured method for allocating work orders to Process Control Engineers regarding changes
to the DCS. They are necessary to ensure only required changes are made and all changes are
traceable in the event the system needs to be reverted. The action that was requested by the
intern was for a number of inactive and obsolete TPS points to be deleted. In order to perform
this task, only an authorised Process Control Engineer of the particular Area where the point is
located may do so, and all references utilising the point must be thoroughly examined prior to
deletion.
The final task for this project required the intern to liaise with an Engineering Technician to
visit the Area 3 Equipment room and modify the PLC ladder program to include the DCS tag
names and descriptions of each represented process interlock. Due to the measures taken
previously by producing spreadsheets with this information, the process interlock tags and
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descriptions were implemented without an issue. A program called Frameworx was utilised by
the intern to modify the PLC data tables to include such information under the supervision of
the Engineering Technician.
3.2.7 Project Constraints and Issues
A number of issues and constraints placed upon the intern required careful rescheduling of
planned work to ensure successful time management was achieved. Early on in the project it
was revealed that the Engineering Technician required to aid in Phase III would be on leave
until mid-October. This meant any modifications to the PLCs would be delayed until this date.
Additional work also presented itself when a number of discrepancies were revealed in the
current TPS system during Phase II implementation. Inactive point discrepancies were needed
to be removed from the DCS during Phase III. These were clearly marked in the project
spreadsheet, reviewed by a supervising Process Control Engineer which resulted in a PCC work
order to be raised to remove the inactive points.
3.2.8 Current Status
The current status of the SIOP Interfacing project is complete with a total of 168 process
interlocks from the Area 3 write arrays having been updated. It is expected that the same
modifications may be made to read arrays in Area 3 and also Area 4 read/write arrays as an
additional task. This will take place depending on the schedule of the intern and his workload
and was not part of the original project scope.

3.3 Gas Calculations Migration to the Advanced Control Environment
3.3.1 Introduction/Background
Physical processes are dependent on two key principles: These being the conservation of mass
and energy. Alumina production rates at the Worsley refinery is one example of this, where
production (output of the process) is dependent on quantities such as the amounts of raw
material, soda and energy being input into the continuous process. The extraction of alumina
from the raw bauxite mineral is an energy intensive process whereby process streams must be
continually heated and cooled to ensure a high grade of alumina can be produced. (Douglas,
2007)
Natural gas is a common source of energy and is widely used throughout the Worsley refinery.
The calciner furnaces in Area 4, Liquor Burner kiln, Regenerative Thermal Oxidisers (RTOs) in
Area 1 and gas turbines in the Co-generation power facility all utilise gas fuel to create steam
(used for heating) and electrical energy. The gas consumption requirements in each area are
dependent on the amount of production and are therefore closely monitored.
Gas consumption target rates and allowances are calculated each day from usage and supply
measurements to ensure steady production is maintained. Currently the calculations are
performed within the TPS system in various function block algorithms with the data required
being sourced from partly within the TPS system, partly within Experion PKS and partly entered
by the Senior Shift Controller within the PlantScape Station application. The complexity
created by scattering the calculations about so many areas including the issues that arise by
creating so many points of failure has led to the need to refurbish the current setup. Currently,
if a PV measurement from the field or within a DCS tag failed caused by issues with faulty
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instruments, there is a potential for the gas calculations to either give incorrect readings or fail
completely. Troubleshooting the existing setup to find the source of an error is very difficult
and time consuming which has also contributed to the need to overhaul and streamline the
current process.
3.3.2 Project Scope
The major outcome from the initiation of this project is that it is hoped the gas calculations can
be migrated to Experion PKS whereby large portions, if not all of the application can be
contained within a single control module (CM) located in the ACE module. It was unknown if
this was realisable and thus the first task assigned to the intern was to investigate the current
gas calculation application and produce a control map to identify key information about all
points involved.
Once thoroughly understood, it was then suggested to interrogate each source to ensure the
correct information was being utilised in the application. This would involve investigation in
the TPS system, Experion PKS and by consultation with the Senior Shift Controllers as to their
input into the application. Finally, the calculation was to be migrated to a CM in the ACE to
simplify the application including a clean-up of tags which became obsolete in the DCS due to
the migration.
3.3.3 Time Management and Scheduling
To ensure time was effectively managed, the project was divided into four major tasks. These
are expressed in Table 5.
Table 5: Project Time Management

Phase
I
II
III
IV

Title
Control Map for Existing Gas Calculation Application
Investigation into Gas Calculation Sources
Migration of Gas Calculation to ACE
Documentation and Reporting

Expected Dur.
10 days
3 days
20 days
3 days

Each preceding phase required completion before the next could be initiated except for
documentation, which was undertaken following the completion of each task. While there
were no limitations in regards to completion dates, it was estimated that each phase could be
completed according to their respective duration as indicated in Table 5 above.
3.3.4 Tools Utilised
As the existing gas calculation application was spread throughout the DCS within TPS, Experion
PKS and PlantScape, this project required a number of different tools to be used. The most
useful applications were as follows:






Honeywell Doc4000
Honeywell Native Window for LCN
Honeywell PlantScape Station
Microsoft Visio and Excel
Honeywell Configuration Studio: Control Builder
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3.3.5

Project Design and Implementation

Control Map for Existing Gas Calculation Application
A control map aims to present the interrelationships between a set of points or tags for a DCS
as well as express key information about the point including addressing locations, item
descriptions, inputs and outputs and any associated algorithmic functions. The first task in this
project required the construction of a control map to illustrate all of the tags utilised and their
relationships to one another within the existing gas calculation application. As a function of
Doc4000, a map of a queried point can be generated to show its relationships to other points
within the DCS. This provided the intern with a visual representation of input/output
relationships rather than requiring a map to be built purely by querying database fields. The
task however, was not straightforward, as most points formed relationships with hundreds of
others in the refinery and building the map became a task in sifting through information to
gather only what was required, omitting non-critical tags.
Design Methodologies
The control map was constructed in Visio as this application offers extremely useful tools for
designing and building engineering related flow charts. Furthermore it was known early on in
the project that a subsequent PCA document may be produced from this application. Cross
compatibility exists between the application used to publish the PCA document and Visio and
would therefore allow the finalised and reviewed control map to be included in the PCA
document.
The design of each block in the control map was chosen to closely represent the format of
automatic maps generated within Doc4000. This was to enable staff from the Process Control
Group at Worsley to more easily identify the structure due to their previous exposure to
Doc4000. To further aid in understanding each block was colour coded according to the
Worsley Control Execution Environment (CEE) Standard. The controlled document clearly
defines colours to be used when building applications in the CPM and ACE. Adhering to these
standards would allow easy identification in the migration of the gas calculation. The standards
state;
“All function block colours will be default grey in colour except for the following function block
types:
1. Input Channels – Light Blue (Red: 159, Green: 224, Blue: 255)
2. Output Channels – Light Purple (Red: 168, Green: 168, Blue: 244)
3. Manually Entered Function blocks E.g. Numerics/Flags – Light Green/Blue (Red: 168,
Green: 168, Blue: 244)”

The intern was provided with a number of tag names as a starting point and from there
queried the Doc4000 system to find their associations with other points in the system. This
provided a good base to begin construction of the control map however many points needed
verification using both Native Window and PlantScape Station once the initial map was
constructed. The finalised control map was designed on A1 size paper and a scaled down
annotated version can be viewed in Appendix F. Following the completion of the control map
in Visio, Excel was used to create an accompanying spreadsheet database of all points visible
on the map and associated key information needed to fully understand the nature of the gas
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calculations application. This spreadsheet serves as a useful tool for querying each tag when
more information is needed and not available on the map itself. This is achieved by utilising
sort and filter functions within Excel.
Investigation into Gas Calculation Sources
To investigate the sources for the gas calculation, each point was verified using Native Window
and Experion. Annotations were added to the control map and colours changed to represent
the types of points and their location. This differed slightly from the colours previously
described, but was useful to the intern to better understand what was required in the
migration of the calculation.
Migration of Gas Calculation to ACE
The status of this stage is currently ongoing. A number of draft plans for migrating the
calculation to the ACE has been formulated and reviewed by the supervising Process Control
Engineer. Implementation of the new calculation in an ACE Control Module utilising
Honeywell’s Configuration Studio: Control Builder is underway. Due to the functional block
diagram nature of the Control Execution Environment contained within this software and the
increased flexibility associated with Auxiliary Calculation (AUXCALC) Blocks, the complexity of
the original calculation appears to be reduced. Each AUXCALC block allows up to eight
different expressions to be entered with intermediate results to be output to a number of
different locations. This allows the large number of intermediate and scaling steps existing in
the current TPS calculation to be removed requiring less points of failure in addition to an
overall reduction in the total number of points used.
In addition to the previously addressed advantages, the CEE possesses an enhanced
documentation functionality allowing each step in the calculation to be appropriately
documented. This enables personnel not previously exposed to the application to better
understand its function.
3.3.6 Project Problems and Constraints
Difficulties that the intern faced during the implementation of this project were limited
however one such problem warrants discussion.
Verification and Validity of Data Sources
The Doc4000 application takes a weekly ‘snapshot’ of data on the DCS system and required
additional verification by interrogating the ‘live system’ to ensure the information contained
within the Doc4000 database stands correct. This was achieved by utilising Native Window for
detailing points on the TPS system and ensuring in particular the custom algorithms and their
constants had not been altered. Point detailing in PlantScape Station made it possible to verify
the correct tags were displayed to the Senior Shift Supervisor as the Doc4000 application has
no association to the PlantScape specific points. Read and write sources located on the TPS
system were able to be viewed in PlantScape by this method. It was found that some process
variables and manually entered values were different to those found in Doc4000 fields,
however this was expected and no constants or mathematical expressions had been altered.
The validation method also uncovered a number of discrepancies in the PlantScape tags
relating to the engineering units field. These were able to be correctly modified as a result.
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3.3.7 Conclusions and Further Recommendations
The status of the gas application migration is still ongoing, however sufficient headway has
been made and it is expected that the calculation will be completely migrated to the ACE. The
preliminary work conducted by the intern has been formally documented with accompanying
spreadsheets and control maps to allow a better understanding of the sources and
destinations of all tags utilised within the calculation. This should enable a relatively simple
hand over regardless on the status of the project upon conclusion of the internship program.
Furthermore, while the ACE appears to be the best candidate to house the new application at
present, it does occasionally experience down time which is not suitable for a continuous
calculation such as this and currently cannot be setup for hardware redundancy. An alternative
node has not yet been suggested and therefore there is no urgency in migrating to the ACE if
more difficulties were to arise.

3.4 SISO Controller Loop Tuning
3.4.1 Introduction/Background
BHP Billiton’s Worsley Alumina Refinery has over 1000 control loops regulating flows,
pressures, temperatures, levels and even conductivity. Due to the dynamic nature of the
refinery’s operation control loop tuning is constantly monitored and adjusted in order to keep
the refinery operating in the most efficient manner. Factors such as high levels of scaling in
pipework caused by variations in the composition of bauxite input are common and can
drastically affect the process dynamics which in turn can lead to poor controller performance.
While no tuning procedures are formally documented, Worsley Process Control Engineers tend
to follow a set of guidelines when a single input single output (SISO) control loop is required to
be tuned online. The methods will vary somewhat from each other depending on the type of
control loop; however the general procedure for common PID loop tuning is presented in
Table 6.
Table 6: SISO Loop Tuning Guidelines

Step
1

2

3

4

5

Action
Communication with the CRO takes place to determine the acceptable deviation ranges
of the process variable (PV). Alarm limits are also noted in addition to any other
process information that needs to be taken into account.
Monitoring of the controller output (CO) position for a short period takes place to
ensure both the PV and CO are steady. The CO is often a valve position for flow
pressure and temperature control loops.
The controller is then switched into the manual setting and the PV is monitored to
ensure no deviation from its steady state value occurs. At this point depending
whether the system is highly interactive or adversely affected by disturbances,
determines whether tuning can be done in an open loop configuration (ideal) or needs
to be done in automatic mode (not ideal).
From step 2 above CO hysteresis may be evident, if so a hysteresis test is carried out
followed by a stiction test. If hysteresis or stiction was not observed it may require a
small setpoint change to view how the CO responds. (Hysteresis and stiction are
defined later in this section.)
Step testing in manual mode is then carried out and the data is recorded using a tuning
package, it is recommended that both multiple upward and downward step tests of
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different sizes are conducted to ensure a good spread of data. The amount and quality
of data collected is influenced by time availability and process upsets.

The following exercise was undertaken by the intern as a familiarisation course in using tuning
software utilised by Worsley Process Control Engineers as well as seeing first hand some of the
physical limitations posed in automated industrial processes.
3.4.2 Performance Limitations
While some final control elements at the Worsley refinery are variable speed drives
(particularly for level control), a majority of loops make use of control valves as their outputs.
Control valves are widely utilised, cost effective and quite robust elements, however they are
susceptible to two characteristics which can lead to poor controller performance. These are
valve hysteresis and stiction.
Hysteresis
Hysteresis is a dynamic response commonly exhibited by control valves whereby the path of
movement between opening the valve and closing the valve differs. It can be caused by wear
particularly to the stem seal of the valve, however new control valves can also exhibit
hysteresis. Other common causes of hysteresis are undersized actuators or defective
positioners. Hysteresis introduces non linearity to the process which can degrade control loop
performance especially when under PI or PID control. Hysteresis is often seen as dead time in
the dynamic response of the controller and due to this, PI and PID controllers will adjust the
reset (integral) to compensate which can cause the PV to oscillate excessively. (Couper, et al.
2009) Hysteresis tests can be conducted on a controller by performing a number of small step
tests in succession. Generally, two steps in the controller output in one direction followed by a
step in the reverse direction is enough to gather sufficient data for analysis with tuning
software. (PAS Inc, 2005) Another common characteristic of control valves that can cause
degraded loop performance is stiction.
Stiction
Stiction is the term used to define the occurrence when the force required to induce
movement (static friction) is larger than the force required to sustain movement (dynamic
friction). It is a combination of the words stick and friction, and like hysteresis is a common
characteristic of control valves that can lead to poor control loop performance. Causes of valve
stiction can include fouled valve internals, undersized actuators or over tight stem seals. If not
accounted for when tuning control loops, stiction can create sustained oscillations and quickly
wear out control elements or cause process upsets. It is a common occurrence when stiction is
not correctly identified to ‘detune’ problematic control loops in an effort to reduce oscillations.
However this does not eliminate the valve stiction and only acts to further reduce loop
performance, thus the best practice is to perform stiction tests prior to commencing any
control loop tuning. It is a common practice to perform multiple small open loop step tests in
one direction until at least two PV movements are observed. Between each successive step,
sufficient time should be left until the PV has retained steady state for at least as long as the
transient response is observed. It should be noted that this form of stiction test only applies to
self-regulatory processes as integrating processes will not achieve a new steady state from
step testing. (PAS Inc, 2005)
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3.4.3 Control Loop Tuning Software
Process Control Engineers at the Worsley refinery make use of a software package by Plant
Automation Services (PAS) known as Tune Wizard to aid in tuning some of the Refinery’s SISO
control loops. This package allows an easy step by step process for tuning SISO PID control
loops. It enables comparison to previous data and tuning parameters to allow each loop to be
tuned to exhibit the best performance in terms of a number of criteria such as disturbance
rejection, setpoint tracking and overall robustness.
The Tune Wizard application utilises real time data acquired from the refinery’s DCS to identify
the process model and controller to be tuned. A connection is established and control loop
information is imported from the Refinery’s DCS through an OPC connection with an Experion
server or the TPS system. OLE for Process Control (OPC) is an open standard communication
protocol commonly utilised by process automation equipment to transfer information
between one another. In this configuration Tune Wizard acts as the client node retrieving data
from the server node. Tune Wizard also offers alternative methods for data retrieval such as
Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) and ASCII file import; however the Worsley refinery makes
specific use of OPC connectivity. Tuning can take place online through the OPC connection or
offline using Control Wizard’s Real Time Process Simulator. For the following exercise, the
intern demonstrated controller tuning via the offline method. (PAS Inc, 2005)
3.4.4 The Control Loop (PC28061a)
The 1300kPa extraction header pressure is regulated via back pressure extraction valves
located on top of each of the four turbines in the refinery’s Powerhouse in a PID control loop
configuration. The medium pressure steam is required by many of the refinery’s processes and
is maintained at a setpoint of 1370kPA in the extraction header. The reason for the slightly
higher setpoint is to account for pressure losses in pipework as it is transported to various
areas of the refinery. The PID loop is reverse acting in that closing the back pressure extraction
valves increases steam flow to the extraction header which in turn leads to an increase in
pressure in the header line. (Kennedy, 2003)
The performance of this loop has been highlighted to Process Control Engineers as requiring
attention and it has been suggested that smart positioners located on the back pressure
extraction valves have been tuned incorrectly. Smart positioners (also known as digit valve
controllers) are small units, usually micro-processors, located on control valves to accurately
detect and control valve movements. They often have pre-programmed feedback control
loops which read information such as valve position, pneumatic actuator and supply pressures
to regulate movement and provide precise control. This effectively allows undesired valve
characteristics such as stiction and hysteresis to be ‘tuned out’ of the valve. The normal
procedure to tune smart positioners is to conduct a valve stroking procedure throughout the
entire operating range both upwards and then downwards in small steps. Built in auto-tuning
functions are then used to sufficiently tune the valve just enough to overcome the undesired
characteristics. (Ali & Jero, 2003) It has been suggested that this procedure may not have been
followed and the smart positioners have been tuned too aggressively. When cascaded with the
pressure control loop in the DCS, this has led to the problem of cycling as will be evident in the
following section.
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3.4.5 Offline SISO Controller Tuning Method
Real time closed loop data was scanned in Tune Wizard from the refinery’s DCS and recorded.
As the controller information such as controller type, current tuning parameters and scan time
were all imported from the DCS through the OPC connection, Control Wizard was able to
determine the approximate closed loop transfer function and from this an open loop transfer
function of the process. It should be noted that tuning using closed loop data was not ideal
due to the inclusion of difficult closed loop dynamics such as controller output (CO) hysteresis,
stiction and process nonlinearity which could lead to inaccurate results. (PAS Inc, 2005)
Data previously recorded by Process Control Engineers at Worsley and is plotted in Figure 3
and Figure 4. Figure 3 depicts the pre-existing control loop performance in maintaining a
setpoint (SP) of 69% while Figure 4 depicts the controller response to setpoint tracking. A
number of observations can be made from the two data sets. Firstly, Figure 3 exhibits poor
disturbance rejection in the presence of process upsets as indicated by the PV deviation from
its setpoint. This could also suggest a highly interactive system. The rate of PV deviation also
suggests that the speed of this control loop is fast which is expected as pressure dynamics
usually are. Furthermore, sustained oscillations in the PV exhibited in both figures could be
attributed to hysteresis, valve stiction or as previously mentioned, over-aggressive tuning as a
result of the smart positioner valve tuning and DCS loop tuning parameters.
Process upset causing PV deviation

Process Variable
Setpoint

Controller Output

Figure 3: Steady Operation Data
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Cycling of PV

Process Variable
Setpoint

Controller Output

Figure 4: Setpoint Tracking Data

The data was then loaded into the real time process simulator where Tune Wizard began
scanning the model as though it were ‘real time online data’. The process simulator allows
many configurations to simulate physical data. The type of process can be specified, this
particularly represents the speed of response of the loop. Deficiencies such as hysteresis,
stiction and non-linearity’s can also be simulated. However as the raw process data already
exhibited some of these characteristics they were not configured in the simulator. This was
also true for noise and random process disturbances. These configurable characteristics are
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Simulator Options

Once the PV in the real-time simulator achieved its setpoint under automatic control, the
controller was switched to manual mode and a number of step tests were conducted. As
recommended by the Tune Wizard software, multiple upward and downward open loop
controller output changes were made to gather a good spread of data. As the testing was
conducted ‘offline’, it was possible to make large step changes without affecting the refinery
operations. CO changes of 20% and 5% were recorded in Tune Wizard as presented in Figure 6.
The data accuracy as deemed by the Tune Wizard software was 96% (good). This allowed the
tuning analysis to continue. (PAS Inc, 2005)
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Process Variable

Controller Output
-20% Step

+20% Step

+20% Step
+5% Step

Figure 6: Open Loop Step Test Regime

The data was then analysed by the application and appropriate recommendations for sets of
tuning parameters were made. Tune Wizard allows the user to select from a number of
different controller tuning performance criteria to best suit the application. The four broadest
tuning categories are as follows:
1. Tune for Disturbance Rejection
2. Tune for Setpoint Tracking
3. Tune using Internal Model Control (IMC) or Lambda tuning rules
4. Tune for Surge Tank Level
The application also calculates recommended filter times to reduce PV noise and includes a
tune slider bar to enable manual adjustment of Disturbance Rejection performance / Setpoint
Tracking performance / Closed Loop Time Constants – depending on which tuning strategy was
chosen from the above list. If the process model is known prior to tuning, it can be manually
entered to inhibit the application from automatically approximating it from the available data.
(PAS Inc, 2005)
As with many of the pressure control loops in the refinery, it was desirable to tune the loop for
best disturbance rejection and thus this strategy was selected from the drop down menu. The
tuning performance analysis window as presented in Tune Wizard is depicted in Figure 7 and
Figure 8 with the addition of coloured boxes to annotate the figures. Figure 7 depicts the effect
of manually adjusting the ‘tune slider’ to exhibit best speed of response whereas Figure 8
exhibits the programs recommendation: a mid-point between robustness and speed of
response.
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Dist Rej Slider
Controller
robustness
Dist Rej Comparison
SP Tracking
Comparison
CO Variability
Model Fit

Figure 7: Tuning Performance Analysis – Maximum Speed of Response

Dist Rej Slider
Controller
robustness
Dist Rej Comparison
SP Tracking
Comparison
CO Variability
Model Fit

Figure 8: Tuning Performance Analysis – Recommended Tuning Parameters

A direct comparison of the previous tuning parameters to the newly calculated parameters can
be made from this window, displaying process gains (Gp), dead time (td) and time constants
(tau) for each set of tuning parameters. This window also depicts the accuracy of the model to
the real-time data (top right), and a number of graphical comparisons between the PV
response and CO for the old set of tuning parameters (pink lines) and the new set of values
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(blue lines). Finally, the bar metrics located in the top centre show the change in Gp and td
both before tuning (left) and after tuning (right). Colours indicate the level of instability,
whereby green represents fair to very safe, yellow represents minimal to fair and red indicates
unstable to unsafe. (PAS Inc, 2005) It can be shown in Figure 8 that the control loop exhibits
improved performance in setpoint tracking, disturbance rejection and reduced CO variability
after tuning (blue) compared with values prior to tuning (pink). The set of tuning values before
and after tuning are presented in Table 7 below.
Table 7: Tuning Parameters

Tuning Parameter

Before Tuning

After Tuning

Proportional Term (P)
Reset Time (I)
Derivative Time (D)

1
0.5
0

0.27
0.83
0

Following the tuning summary, the intern compared the new values to the old within the realtime simulator for setpoint tracking. Changes of +10% and -10% were made using the previous
tuning parameters and then utilizing the recommended values from the tuning analysis within
Tune Wizard. A noticeable improvement in setpoint tracking was evident with the new set of
values as depicted in Figure 9. The new tuning parameters exhibited faster setpoint tracking
and less aggressive controller output variability.

Old Tuning Parameters
New Tuning Parameters

Process Variable
Setpoint
Controller Output

Figure 9: Comparison in the Real-Time Process Simulator

3.4.6 Conclusions and Future Recommendations
The results obtained from tuning ‘offline’ could not be implemented on the online system
without rigorous testing. However the methods involved in tuning the PC28061a control loop
was a valuable exercise for the intern, in both gaining experience using industrial process
control software and familiarisation with Worsley Process Control Engineer’s methods for
tuning SISO PID control loops. The guidelines followed by the intern are similar to that
followed by Engineer’s when operating on the ‘live’ system and the real-time process
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simulator allowed the intern to mimic this procedure. The Tune Wizard software allows very
quick and detailed analysis of SISO loop performance which is a valuable tool particularly as
the Worsley refinery has such a larger number of control loops which constantly require
maintenance and tuning. The set of tuned parameters resulting from the intern’s work may be
compared with tuning values obtained from online tuning methods performed by an
experienced Process Control Engineer at a later date.
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4 Other Project Summaries
In addition to the projects described previously, a number of other projects were assigned to
the intern. A short summary of two of these and the progress made on each follows. Other
projects which sufficient progress has not been made are not included in this document.

4.1 BMS ABB to Experion PKS Point Migration
4.1.1 Project Summary
Burner Management Systems (BMS) are essentially a sequential start-up and shutdown safety
system required for all fuel firing equipment. The procedures and equipment necessary are
clearly defined in standards such as the API 556 - Instrumentation and Control Systems for
Fired Heaters and Steam Generators and must be strictly adhered to. (Scott, n.d.) The three
coal fired boilers located at the Worsley Alumina Refinery employ an ABB Symphony Harmony
Infi90 system for burner management. Traditionally, the operator of the Powerhouse required
two HMI screens open at any instance: the Refinery’s DCS HMI and the ABB BMS HMI. As part
of the migration to Experion PKS, it was decided to migrate the HMI from the ABB system to
Experion Station in an effort to simplify boiler operation and create a universal HMI accessible
on all operator stations.
As part of this migration, the intern was required to export approximately 4000 BMS tag
names from Quick Builder and review and modify both the digital state descriptors and their
tag descriptions to ensure meaningful descriptors were chosen. This required a review of each
tag in the ABB system logic to ensure the values chosen were correct. DBDOC Hyperview was
extensively utilised for this purpose. As of the 17th November, 2010, approximately 1000 tags
have been reviewed by the intern and a Process Control Engineer for the Powerhouse.
The most prevalent problem that has surfaced so far relates to the state descriptors of almost
all of the tags. The previous ABB system did not require both state descriptors to be displayed
on the HMI operator screen and subsequently many had one and even none configured in the
original system. Experion PKS requires both states to be specified and thus the intern
(accompanied by a Process Control Engineer) must choose appropriate descriptors which are
dictated by tracing logic within the Infi90 System using the DBDOC Hyperview application. A
time consuming procedure, which if not completed correctly can have serious implications.

4.2 APG Design for the Powerhouse HMI
4.2.1 Project Summary
In August, 2003 the Advanced Process Management (APM) project at Worsley Alumina
Refinery was proposed. This project included a major overhaul to the existing control system,
upgrading it from the TPS system to Experion PKS. Also included was the relocation of the
previously separated control rooms for each area of the refinery to a centralised location
known as the Central Control Room (CCR). (I&E Systems, 2003) To date, the migration of the
control rooms from all refinery areas bar the Powerhouse has taken place. Part of this project
required graphics from the refinery’s GUS operator stations to be migrated over to the new
Experion Station HMI. A number of outstanding ‘pages’ were still not completed and it was the
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task of the intern to build a number of graphics pertaining to the High Voltage Bus Circuit
Breakers located in the Powerhouse.
In total, six pages were constructed utilising Honeywell’s HMIWeb Display Builder. Time spent
on this project was managed by allocating the formatting, configuration and testing of one
page per day. Once all pages were completed, two days were dedicated to reviewing the pages
to ensure all displays were functioning correctly. The pages required configuration of
numerous alarm tags for the circuit breakers, shape modifications and general formatting
within HMIWeb Display Builder. Each graphic was then loaded into Experion Station to view
online ensuring correct information was displayed and no formatting errors were present. A
valuable resource utilised by the intern was the Advanced Process Management: Graphics
implementation Guidelines, a set of standards specifying the layout and configuration of
Advanced Process Graphics (APG). This document outlines the implementation of APGs
covering topics such as installation requirements, caching, building, modifying and testing
graphics, scripting and troubleshooting. (I&E Systems, 2008)
There were few problems encountered during the course of this project. However in the
testing phase some incorrect tag information was found on a number of graphics. During the
migration of points from the TPS system to Experion PKS some points may have been
overlooked. This did not pose a major problem as in the configuration properties a different
reference is chosen, however keeping consistent with other point configurations will require a
number of TPS DCS points to be built as EPKS SCADA points using Quick Builder by a Process
Control Engineer. The suspect points have been documented and once SCADA points have
been built, the pages can be updated and handed over to a Powerhouse operator for final
proofing. An example of one of the finished circuit breaker graphics can be viewed in Figure
10.

Figure 10: Circuit Breaker Detail HMI Page for High Voltage Bus 2
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5 Training
Training courses are essential for a Process Control Engineer’s personal and professional
development and are consistently encouraged at the BHP Billiton Worsley Refinery.
Throughout the course of the internship, the intern participated in a number of training
courses which were an extremely valuable experience. Some of the courses of specific
relevance to the intern’s project work are listed below. Due to word limitations, only one of
these has been discussed in detail.


Experion Training for E/I Technicians – This was a two half-day course provided by the
Process Control Group which ran through all aspects of the new Experion system that
E/I Technicians may be exposed to. This familiarisation course had specific relevance to
the intern and covered modules such as the System Architecture, the Control
Execution Environment (CEE), Experion Tools, Advanced Process Graphics (APG) and
Multivariable Controllers (MVC) utilised at Worsley in Experion PKS.



P&ID Training Course – This course was aimed at Process Control Engineers
participating in an important P&ID update and review project where all of the
refinery’s P&ID schematics are to be updated to ‘as-built’ status. The intern gained a
chance to accompany a Process Control Engineer in the field to walk the line and
update the diagrams and this course provided an excellent refresher in symbology and
Worsley refinery standards for P&ID documentation.



Control Loop Performance Management – This course was a two day exercise whereby
the intern gained familiarisation in the PAS PlantState Suite (PSS) & Tune Wizard
software. Topics covered in this course were alarm management, control loop
monitoring, SISO loop tuning and the construction of Key Performance Indicator (KPI)
charts based upon statistical data retrieved by the PSS software.



FFB Training for E/I Technicians – This course is covered in detail below.

5.1 FFB Training
Following the completion of the FFB project previously discussed, the intern was invited to
participate in a training course for the newly configured development system. The one day
course was conducted by an E&G Interface Process Control Engineer and provided the intern
with a ‘hands on’ opportunity to wire FFB instrumentation and perform a number of
configuration and commissioning exercises with Experion for the equipment. The exercises
covered by the intern are briefly discussed below.
The training session introduced the FFB architecture as used in the E&G Project. The simplified
architecture is presented in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Simplified Architecture of FFB Equipment in the Worsley Control System

Following a short discussion on the architecture, the participants were to physically wire in
new instruments and view them on the network using Honeywell’s Control Builder software
via the monitoring tab. A number of configuration exercises were run to teach different
methods for configuring the instruments. A failed instrument in the field scenario was
explained by the facilitator of the course and the participants were required to perform three
different methods of configuration during a replacement or addition. These methods were:
1. Like-for-like – Replacing an instrument with an exact matching instrument.
2. Like-for-unlike – Usually refers to replacing the same instrument but with a different
FFB Firmware revision (different Device Description (DD) file or vendor or model etc.).
3. Commissioning a new instrument on the bus.
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Table 8 describes the method utilised by the intern to configure a like-for-like replacement.
Table 8: Method for a Like-for-like Instrument Replacement

Scenario: An instrument on the FFB network fails.
Step
Action
1
If the device fails, the status of the instrument tag in Experion Station changes to
offline and usually results in an alarmed event. In the point detail of the instrument
click the ‘Replace Device’ button located in the bottom right corner of the screen. The
device replacement wizard should open, click ‘Next’.
2
Compare the failed device with the uncommissioned device; if the properties for each
are identical, a like-for-like replacement can be undertaken. The tag names of the
replacement device and failed device must be different otherwise the configuration
software will not function correctly.
3
Check the boxes of the matching failed and uncommissioned instruments and click
the ‘replace…’ button (located in the centre of the window), then click the ‘OK’
button. The control system reconfigures the tags and other properties of the new
device to match the failed devices tag name. The CM will need to be downloaded
from the DCS to the device after these steps have been taken to complete
commissioning of the new instrument. If the replacement device is not suitable it
may be because the DD files do not match. Device description files tell the control
system how it should communicate with the device and if this does not match you
cannot perform a like-for-like replacement. DD files can be downloaded from the FFB
website and are also stored on each individual area’s Experion server.
To import a DD file in Control Builder once it is downloaded from the top bar;
New>>Type>>FF Device
4
Configuring the CM in Control Builder is the next step required to complete a like-forlike instrument replacement. In the Project side window, create a new CM or
alternatively load a template one from the unassigned folder. It is possible to drag
and drop an AI block (or any other block for that matter) into the CM from the
expanded instrument options in Project and configure it. Then click the download
button to complete the configuration. Possible problems include a LAS error. The Link
Active Scheduler (or Link Master) schedules traffic on the bus and in the case of
Foundation Fieldbus is the FIM. This problem would occur if too many nodes on the
network are attempting to download to instruments at the same time.

Commissioning new devices from scratch on the Worsley PCN is a similar process using the
Control Builder software and is described in Table 9.
Table 9: Method for Commissioning New Devices

Scenario: A new instrument is to be configured on the FFB network.
Step
1
2
3
4
5

Action
Drag and drop the desired template from the PCNEBR2 library to the FIM in Project.
Right click on the uncommissioned device (in Project) and choose ‘Device Match’. This
will bring up a window of all uncommissioned devices and the project device.
Check the box next to the correct uncommissioned instrument and select ‘Match
from Project device to uncommissioned device’
Click the ‘download’ button or right click and choose ‘Load’ to download the
instrument information to the instrument from the DCS.
A window will appear asking for the type of download required. To perform a full
download (recommended), uncheck the expanded boxes and ensure only the root
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6

box selected. A partial download will only download some of the device information
(such as the transducer information etc.). If you are sure the DCS contains the correct
up to date information a full download should be undertaken.
Create a CM and download as described previously in Table 8.

5.2 Training Conclusions
The training courses undertaken by the intern allowed both valuable hands on and theoretical
experience to be gained. Configuring networks and instrumentation, tuning ill-performing
control loops and gaining a detailed understanding of the Experion PKS system were some of
the skills that were able to be practiced during the internship program. Training like this is
essential, particularly in the technical development for Process Control Engineers that will be
using systems such as the ones mentioned previously.
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6 Internship Review
BHP Billiton’s Worsley Alumina Refinery is one of the largest alumina refining operations in the
world producing 3.55 million tonnes of aluminium hydrate per year. (Douglas, 2007) Large
investments have been made to ensure that state of the art DCS systems and advanced control
methods are implemented to keep the refining process safe whilst optimising efficiency. The
intern has had the privilege of gaining hands on experience in the field of Process Control
Engineering as well as developing both technical and professional skills in project management
during the internship at Worsley.
The internship program was well structured and allowed the intern to experience aspects of
both Industrial Computer Systems Engineering and Instrumentation and Control Engineering;
both of which were the intern’s majors studied at university. The assigned projects have been
as much relevant to previous studies as they have been stimulating. Covering a wide range of
tasks undertaken by Process Control Group personnel, the intern has been able to experience
maintenance, management and configuration of the refinery’s DCS, field work, identifying
process equipment and modifying P&ID technical drawings, through to tuning problematic
control loops.
The intern has been exposed to and utilised a large number tools and applications available to
Process Control Engineers to simplify tasks. Valuable lessons in time management have been
learnt with an emphasis on alternative arrangements (or a backup plan) in the case that
schedules or appointments do not go to plan. Furthermore, administrative duties experienced
by the intern throughout the course of the program such as meetings (both weekly and
monthly) play a key role to all engineers and emphasise the importance of good
communication skills in the industry.
The safety culture at Worsley is second to none and through weekly meetings and bulletins, it
is clear to see that this organisation values safety as its highest priority. The intern gained a
very good understanding in many safety related topics through the course of the internship
and thoroughly believes Worsley’s excellence in safety can be attributed to all employees and
their positive attitudes towards this area.
The time and effort invested in the intern by employees at the Worsley refinery has been
greatly appreciated, extremely beneficial and led to a very enjoyable experience. It has
allowed the intern to gain valuable experience in the transition from a student engineer to a
professional engineer.
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7 Conclusion
Large scale refinery’s such as Worsley require vast amounts of process and chemical
engineering knowledge in addition to immense electrical engineering knowledge in order to
operate safely and efficiently whilst optimising production. Traditionally, there existed a clear
cut difference in professions between Electrical and Process Engineers, however nowadays
with the field of Process Control Engineering, the two facets have come together and in that a
greater understanding has been achieved in efficiently operating a refining such as Worsley.
BHP Billiton’s Worsley Alumina Refinery requires a large sophisticated distributed control
system to regulate the many complex processes utilised in the refining of alumina from
bauxite. In turn, a dynamic team of Process Control Engineers are required to maintain,
monitor and optimise the systems efficiency. Throughout the 16 week period, the intern was
fortunate enough to be able to work with this team.
The project work assigned to the intern was both challenging and applicable to the field of
Process Control Engineering. From this experience the intern has learnt first-hand the types of
tasks Process Control Engineers are involved in on a daily basis. Projects applicable to DCS
configuration, such as the configuration of the Foundation Fieldbus development training
network and the Serial Interface Input/Output Processor communications investigation
enabled the intern to apply previous knowledge with industry practice to achieve positive
outcomes in his assigned tasks. Projects relating to improving plant operation and efficiency,
such as the single input single output controller loop tuning of the 1300kPa extraction header
pressure exercise allowed the intern to experience other facets of engineering the Process
Control Group at Worsley are involved in.
This internship has been a worthwhile opportunity in that it allowed the intern to gain industry
experience in the field of Process Control Engineering. Also learnt from this opportunity, have
been valuable time management skills and training opportunities that have enhanced the
interns skill set better preparing him for a career in engineering.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
Throughout the course of the internship, many acronyms and abbreviations were encountered
to describe technical terms. Although some of these terms may not have been previously
mentioned, they were utilised by Process Control Engineers on a daily basis and warrant
inclusion in this document.

Acronyms Applicable to Worsley Process Control Group
A
ACE
ACL
ACR
AM
APAC
APC
APG
API
APM
APM
APP
ASCII
ASM
AXM

Application Control Environment (Experion component used for advanced
control)
Access Control List
Area Control Room
Application Module (see also APP)
Asia Pacific (Worsley’s Local Area Network)
Advanced Process Control
Advanced Process Graphics
Application Programming Interface
Advanced Process Management (Worsley Overall Project Title)
Advanced Process Manager (Honeywell Controller)
Honeywell Application Processing Platform
American Standard Code for Information Interchange
Abnormal Situation Management
Application Module X

B
BMS
BBWAPL

Burner Management System (existing Bailey system in the Powerhouse)
BHP Billiton Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd

C
CAB
CB
CCR
CDA
CDA
CDB
CEE
CLM
CM
CNet
CNI
CO
CPM
CPP
CRO

Custom Algorithm Block
Control Builder
Central Control Room
Computer Data Access or,
Control Data Access
Control Data Block
Control Execution Environment (Common Control development and
monitoring environment for ACE and CPM)
Communications Link Module
Control Module
ControlNet (1of2 networks which a C200 can interface with an Experion server
ControlNet Interface
Controller Output
Control Processor Module (Honeywell Hybrid C200 and C300 controllers)
Condensate Polishing Plant
Control Room Operator

D
DC

Domain Controller
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DC
DCS
DHEB
DOL
DSA
DSA
DSM
DSP
DVM

Digital Composite
Distributed Control System
Data Hiway Ethernet Bridge
Direct Online Drives
Distributed System Architecture, or
Honeywell Distributed Server Architecture
Dutch State Mine (Uticor screen)
Honeywell display format files
Digital Video Manager

E
EAS
EDC
EEMUA
EJC
ES-C
ES-CE
ESD
ES-F
EST
ESVT
EUC

Experion Application Server
Electrical Distribution Centre
Engineering Equipment and Material Users Association
Event Journal Capture
Experion Console Station
Experion Station Console Extension
Emergency Shutdown System
Flex Station
Experion Station via TPS
Experion Server via TPS
Equipment Under Control

F
FAC
FB
FFB
FIM
FOBOT
FSC
FTA
FTE
FTEB

Refinery Facility Number
Function Block
Foundation Field Bus
Fieldbus Interface Module
Fibre Optic Breakout Tray
Fail Safe Controller
Field Termination Assembly
Fault Tolerant Ethernet
Fault Tolerant Ethernet Bridge

G
GBIC
GUS

Gigabit Interface Converter
Global User Station

H
HCI
HG
HM
HMI
HPM
HSEC
HSRP
HTML
HV

Honeywell Communications Infrastructure
Data Hiway Gateway
History Module
Human/Machine Interface
High performance Process Manager (TPS Process Controller)
Health, Safety, Environment and Community
Hot Standby Router Protocol
Hypertext Mark-up Language
High Voltage

I
ICP
IOLIM
IOP

Integrated Control Protocol
I/O Link Interface Module
Input/Output Processor
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IOTA
IP
IPL
K
KPI
KVM

I/O Termination Assembly
Internet Protocol
Independent Layer Protection

Key Performance Indicator
Keyboard Video Mouse (repeater device used to attach peripherals at distant
loc.)

L
LAN
LAS
LB
LCN
LDAP
LIMS
LM
LV

Local Area Network
Link Active Scheduler
Liquor Burner
Local Control Network (a redundant supervisory control network)
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
Laboratory Information Management System
Logic Manager
Low Voltage

M
MAC
MB+
MCC
MDC
MOC
MTR
MV
MVC

Media Access Controller
Modbus Plus Network Protocol.
Motor Control Centre
Materials Data Comparison
Management Of Change
Maximum Time to Respond
Medium Voltage
Multivariable Control

N
NAT
NIM
NTP

Network Address Translation
Network Interface Module
Network Time Protocol

O
OLE
OPC
OPC-AE
OPC-DA
OPC-HDA
OPC-UA

Object Linking and Embedding
OLE for Process Control
OPC Alarm and Event
OPC Data Access
OPC Historical Data Access
for combined (DA, HDA, AE)

P
PCA
PCC
PCDI
PCN
PCN
PCS
PEDR
PHA
PHD
PI

Process Control Application
Process Control Change request
Peer Control Data Interface
Plant Control Network, or
Process Control Network
Process Control System
Process Engineers Daily Report
Process Hazard Analysis
Process History Database server
Proportional Integral
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PID
PIN
PIU
PKS
PLC
PLCG
PMD
PMIO
POA
PPA
ProfibusDP
PSM
PV

Proportional Integral Derivative
Plant Information Network
Process Interface Unit
Process Knowledge System
Programmable Logic Controller
Programmable Logic Controller Gateway
Process, Machinery and Drives
Process Manager I/O
Potential Opportunity Analysis
Potential Problem Analysis
Field bus designed to carry discrete signal effectively
Process Safety Management
Process Variable

Q
QMR

Quadruple Modular Redundancy

R
RAM
RER
RM
RM
RTO

Responsibility Assignment Matrix
Risk Event Report
Raw Materials
Redundancy Module
Regenerative Thermal Oxidiser

S
SCADA
SCE
SCM
SCRO
SFP
SH
SIOP
SISO
SMM
SP

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition
Simulation Control Environment
Sequential Control Module
Senior Control Room Operator
Small Form-factor Plug-in interface module
Switch House
Serial I/O Processor (communications module in HPM)
Single Input Single Output
Safety Manager Module (communications link to UCN)
Setpoint

T
TCM
TCP
TPN
TPS

Transport Control Module
Transmission Control Protocol
Total Plant Solution Network
Total Plant Solution

U
UCN
US
UTP

Universal Control Network
Universal Station
Unshielded Twisted Pair

V
VSD

Variable Speed Drive

W
WAPL

Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd
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Appendices
Appendix A: Industry and Academic Endorsement

ENG450 Engineering Internship
Industry and Academic Supervisor endorsement pro forma

This is to be signed by both the industry and academic supervisor and attached to the final
report submitted for the internship.

We are satisfied with the progress of this internship project and that the attached report is an
accurate reflection of the work undertaken.

Signed:
Industry Supervisor

Signed:
Academic Supervisor
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Appendix B: Area Overview of BHP Billiton’s Worsley Alumina Refinery

Worsley Alumina Refinery – Area Layout

RAW MATERIALS
AREA 1 – DIGESTION
AREA 2 – CLARIFICATION
AREA 3 – PRECIPITATION
AREA 4 – CALCINATION/LIQUOR BURNER
POWERHOUSE/CO-GENERATION PLANT
Figure 12: Refinery Layout (Douglas, 2007)
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Appendix C: Simplified Control System Architecture Outlining Networks

Simplified Control System Architecture
Remote Access
WAPL APAC PC’s
Plant History
Database (PHD)

SAP System

LAN

Experion PKS
‘Clean Side’

Total Plant Solutions DCS

LCN/GUS Schematics

HMI Web Displays
Babelfish
Displays/Trends

Other OPC
Clients
Application
Processing
Platform(APP)

‘Dirty Side’

PCN

Global
Universal
Station (GUS)

Babelfish

PHD Tag
(UUyy1234)

Application
Module (AM)

Plantscape or
Experion

EPKS Point
(yy1234 or xx1234
or YCxxxx)

Universal
Station (US)

Firewall

Plantscape
Displays Experion Tag
(UUyy1234)

Experion Server
TPS
(ESVT)

Experion Station
TPS
(EST) Console

Experion Station
Flex
(ESF) Console

Application Control
Environment - TPS
(ACE-T)

Plant History
Database (PHD)

FTE
LCN

LCN Point (yy1234)

Network
Interface
Module
(NIM)

UCN

Computer Link
Module
(CLM)

CLM Point (yy1234)

SCADA Point
YCxxxx
or YAxxxx

C200/C300 CM/SCM
(xx1234)

HPM Point (yy1234)
Process
Managers
(HPM/APM)

Programmable Logic
Controller
(PLC)

Field I/O

Safety Manager
Module (SMM)

Programmable Logic
Controller
(PLC)

C200

C300

Safety Manager
(SM)

Fail Safe
Controller
(FSC)

Field I/O

Fail Safe
Controller
(FSC)

SM Point (xx1234)
SM Point (yy1234)
Diagram : Simplified Control System Architecture and point residence. Drawn by: Manoj Tupkari. Modified by: Kyle Edwards

Figure 13: Simplified Control System Architecture
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Appendix D: FFB Block Connection Diagram for Wiring Instruments to Segment Protector

FOUNDATION FIELDBUS WIRING CONFIGURATION FOR TRAINING SESSION

WIRING COLOUR KEY
Positive (+)
Negative (-)

Shield (S)

NC

T

Foundation Fieldbus
Instrument

+
- x6

No Connection
Termination Device

Foundation Fieldbus
Instrument

S

NC
FW MODULE 1

+
-

FIM 1

+
-

S

S

NC

NC
Segment Protector
S

+

T

TRUNK

FW MODULE 2

FIM 2

+
- 6

3

S

Bundled Power Cable

Foundation Fieldbus
Instrument

S

NC

FFB PWR SUPPLY

S

Foundation Fieldbus
Instrument

2

S

+
-

C300 MODULE 1

S

+
- 5

+
-

+
-

4

1

+
-

+
-

S

S

Foundation Fieldbus
Instrument

NC

+
S

Foundation Fieldbus
Instrument

+
-

C300 MODULE 2

+
-

S

S

NC

NC

Drawn by Kyle Edwards

AREA CONTROL ROOM

FIELD
Figure 14: FFB Block Connection Diagram
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Appendix E: Hardware Connections and Information Flow Diagram for SIOP Interface

Hardware Connections
DCS

Experion

Honeywell C200

Server

C200

EPKS Network

Processor

IO File
Read

PRIMARY
REDUNDANT

SIOP
SIOP

Write

TCP

FTA

FTA

RS485

Quantum

HPM

IO File
Read

PLC

SIOP
SIOP

Write
Processor

TCP (FTE)

Lantronix
TCP Converters

Honeywell HPM

LCN Network

FTE Switches

FTA

PRIMARY
REDUNDANT

FTA

Bridge Multiplexors
RS232
BM85

REDUNDANT MB+

Note: Redundancy in wiring configuration is not shown.
The HPM configuration is legacy and all new HPM equipment follows the configuration as depicted in the EPKS network above.

Field
EG.
LI.PV = 92

SIOP Health Status Selector
HPM CL(2)

Information Flow within HPM

SIOP Array Update Selector
HPM CL(1)

DCS
Flag Write Array
Process Interlock Logic
EG.

If LI.PV <= 90
then set state = 0

state(0) = OFF

Fl(x)

Fl(x)

state(1) = ON
If LI.PV > 90
then set state = 1

Primary SIOP Write Array

DC

S

Flag Enable Array

state(2) = OFF

Fl(x)

Redundant SIOP Write Array

S

Fl(x)

To Primary SIOP onto PLC Coils
PLC Ladder Logic
To Redundant SIOP onto PLC Coils
Drawn by Kyle Edwards

Figure 15: HPM Information Flow and Hardware Connections
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Appendix F: Gas Calculation Control Map in Current Refinery Configuration

EPKS RawMats

+

Refinery

Refinery

Sums all gas flow to Liquor Burner and
converts from Nm3/hr to kNm3/hr

EPKS RawMats

+
+

PV
16-7-24-1 ANINNIM Unit 44
KILN BURNER GAS FLOW

EPKS Area1

FI23002
Refinery

COGEN DUCT FIRING GAS
PV
29AM NUMERCAM Unit PG
COGEN DUCT FIRING GAS
Sums all gas to refinery scaling inputs
4,5,6 from Nm3/hr to kNm3/hr

PV

59AM REGAM Unit 44
TOTAL LIQ BURNER GAS

KILN BURNER GAS FLOW

Writes from
Experion PKS
down to LCN

PV

16-7-0-21 REGCLNIM Unit 44
KILN BURNER GAS FLOW

EX4R66

Temp Controllers

Refinery

FYREFGAS

FYREFGAS
Refinery

Tag

PISRC(1)
PISRC(2)
PISRC(3)
PISRC(4)
PISRC(5)
PISRC(6)

Tag

PISRC(1)
PISRC(2)

Tag
PV

Plantscape

PV

NGFREFGASN

Refinery

Tag

Experion PKS
FI4R66
EPKS RawMats

INPUT

49AM REGAM Unit NG
TOTAL GAS TO REFINERY

V044141 RTO 1-FUEL
GAS FLOW

FK71024N

EPKS RawMats

EPKS RawMats

BLFK81024N

TPSPoint

Control Module

PV

Plantscape

Replicated from a tag on the Powerhouse LCN which
scales the physical measurement of Package Boiler 8 by
C=0.94612 which is to normalise the gas flow as 1Nm3/
hr≈1.056Sm3/hr.

TOTAL RTO GAS FLOW

FI4R86
Tag

EPKS RawMats

Refinery

INPUT
V044141 RTO 2-FUEL
GAS FLOW

51AM REGAM Unit 40
RTO 2-FUEL GAS FLOW

EPKS RawMats

Page Ref 941

GAS FLOW TO BOILER 8

Tag

FK81024N

PV

FK4R66

PV

BOILER 7 GAS

PV

FK81024N

TOTAL GAS FLOW TO RTO 1&2

AnalogPoint

PV
PISRC(1)

TPSPoint

EX4R66

Field measurement

FI4R86

TPSPoint

TOTAL GAS TO REFINERY

EPKS Area4

FK4R66

PV

PV

Refinery

FREFGASN
EPKS Area4

PV

CM containing AUXCALC block which sums the two
inputs of RTO Gas Flows for the Liquor Burner

AnalogPoint

PISRC(1)
51AM REGAM Unit 40
RTO 1-FUEL GAS FLOW
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TOTAL GAS TO REFINERY

49AM NUMERCAM Unit NG
BOILER 7 GAS

Field measurement

Tag

TPSPoint

TOTAL GAS TO REFINERY

PV

Tag

PISRC(1)

GAS FLOW TO BOILER 7
PV

FI4R66

Plantscape

Converts previous calculation from
kNm3/hr to Nm3/hr

FREFGASN
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PV

FK71024N
Refinery

EPKS Area4

49AM REGAM Unit NG
TOTAL GAS TO REFINERY

BLFK71024N

Replicated from a tag on the Powerhouse LCN which
scales the physical measurement of Package Boiler 7 by
C=0.94612 which is to normalise the gas flow as 1Nm3/
hr≈1.056Sm3/hr.

59AM NUMERCAM Unit LK
TOTAL RTO GAS FLOW

Refinery

TPSPoint

Tag

Tag

PISRC(1)
PISRC(2)
PISRC(3)

TPSPoint

FI23002

Field measurement

TOTAL LIQ BURNER GAS

+

FC4L04
Refinery

Refinery

PV

Kiln Burner gas flow controller which passes the
kiln burner gas flow PV to the LBTOGAS tag
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PV

LBTOGAS

FC4L04

Tag

Plantscape
PV

59AM REGAM Unit 44
TOTAL LIQ BURNER GAS

PV

16-7-0-22 REGCLNIM Unit 44
DRYER BURNER CONTROL

CV

44LBTOGASN

Tag

PISRC(1)

16-7-0-159 REGCLNIM Unit 44
DRYER BURNER CONTROL

FYC4L04C

LBTOGASN

DRYER BURNER CONTROL

Tag

PISRC(1)
PISRC(2)

Tag

Summer block that converts
LBTOGAS from kNm3/hr to Nm3/hr

PV

+

FC4L31

FYC4L31B

Refinery

TPSPoint

Dryer Burner gas flow controller which passes the
dryer burner gas flow PV to the LBTOGAS tag

16-7-24-5 ANINNIM Unit 44
DRYER BURNER GAS FLOW

Refinery

Experion PKS

FC4L31

Tag

PV

+

TPS AND EXPERION GAS CALCULATION CONTROL MAP

Experion PKS

+

FYC4L31C
Refinery

49AM NUMERCAM Unit NG
BOILER 8 GAS

CDAPoint

EPKS Area4

TPSPoint

BOILER 8 GAS

TOTAL GAS FLOW TO RTO1&2

EX1R66
EPKS Area1

Experion PKS

Experion PKS

Field measurement

Refinery

AnalogPoint

EX1R86

PV
19AM NUMERCAM Unit 30
Q030060 RTO60 NAT GAS

Q030060 RTO60 NATURAL
GAS FLOW

TOTGASN

Tag

PV

PV

Q030060 RTO60 NAT GAS

+

EX1R66

FI1R66
EPKS Area1

TPSPoint

Tag to write value from Experion
PKS down to LCN through OPCI

EPKS Area1

TPSPoint

Field measurement
EPKS Area4

TPSPoint

FI1R86
EPKS Area1

Calculates the total calciner gas flows including preheat

Refinery

CL Block

50TOTGASN
Plantscape

Tag

PISRC(1)

TOTAL CALCINER
PRODUCTION GAS

Refinery

Refinery

TOTAL CALCINER PROD GAS

Plantscape

FI23002

PV

NGGASCV

49AM REGAM Unit 50
TOTAL CALCINER PROD GAS

Plantscape
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GASCV
EPKS Area4

Powerhouse

FK23002
Powerhouse

Tag

20-8-3-4 ANLINHG Unit CG
NAG TO DB FLOW TO BMS

GASCV

NATURAL CALORIFIC GAS
VALUE

FK1R66A
EPKS Area1

TOTAL RTO GAS

FK23002

Plantscape

FK1R66A

PV
EPKS Powehouse

TPSPoint

Refinery

NAT GAS CALORIFIC VALUE
COGEN DUCT FIRING GAS
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PV

Tag
RTO TOTAL NATURAL GAS

PISRC(1)
PISRC(2)

This tag multiplies the cogen duct firing gas
flow with the nat gas calorific value and
converts the units to TJ/day

30FK1R66A

This multiplies the total RTO gas flow by the nat
gas calorific value. Also converts units to TJ/day

PV

Calculates the amount of gas available to
achieve todays target and adjusts for
deviation in other gas users.

19AM REGAM Unit 30
TOTAL RTO GAS

The Natrural Gas Calorific Value is pulled from
the gas suppliers server and written to the
PHD and down to the DCS by an application
written by Andrew Curtis

50TOTGASK
This tag multiplies the total calcination gas flow with the
nat gas calorific value and converts the units to TJ/day

Plantscape

Refinery

TOTAL CALCINER
PRODUCTION GAS

Resets Totalizer point FQREFGAS
at every 24hr period on a 12-12
schedule and moves tommorrows
gas nomination TMRW_GAS to
MAXGAS ready for the new days
calculations

Tag
PV

NGTMRW_GAS
Plantscape

FK23002N
Refinery

CGFK23002N
Plantscape

Tag
PV
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TOTGASK
EPKS Area4

Resets Totalizer point FQREFGS8 at
every 24hr period on a 8-8 schedule
and moves tommorrows gas
nomination TMRW_GAS to MAXGAS
ready for the new days calculations

SP
TOMORROWS MAX GAS
SUPPLY

TPSPoint

+

LBTOGASK

Page Ref 941

EPKS Area1

Refinery

49AM NUMERCAM Unit NG
MAXIMUM GAS ALLOWED

Plantscape

SP

Refinery

Page Ref 941

+

BOILER 7 GAS

Calculation that converts the previous
value from TJ/day to TJ/min

PV

FK71024B

49AM NUMERCAM Unit NG
BOILER 7 GAS

BLFK81024B
Plantscape

EPKS Area4

TPSPoint

Sums all the gas to the refinery from the total
calcination gas, cogen duct firing gas, total liquor
burner gas, package boiler 7 gas and package
boiler 8 gas. NOTE IT MAY REQUIRE AN
ADDITIONAL INPUT TO INCLUDE AREA 1
RTOs!!
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Refinery

Refinery

Refinery
BOILER 8 GAS

Tag

NGREFUSG8
Plantscape

Totalizer that contains a running sum of
the gas usage to the minute so far on a
12-12 schedule which is reset by its
corresponding CL block

PV
49AM NUMERCAM Unit NG
BOILER 8 GAS

FK81024B
EPKS Area4

TPSPoint

Refinery

FQREFGAS
EPKS Area4

TPSPoint

TOTAL GAS USED TODAY

EPKS Area4

Refinery
PISRC(1)

TOTAL GAS TO REFINERY

PV

49AM REGAM Unit NG
TOTAL GAS USED TODAY 8-8

TPSPoint

49AM REGAM Unit NG
TOTAL GAS TO REFINERY

Tag

Calculation that calculates the total
allowable gas flow rate to achieve
todays gas target and is effectively
the ratio of amount of gas left to
use (according to the MAXGAS
allocation) to the time left in the
day on an 8-8 schedule.

AVG GAS USAGE TODAY (8 TO 8)

Refinery

CL Block

TPSPoint

PV

This calculation displays the amount of TJ of
gas used in the day (8-8) so far and is
essentially the gas used so far from
FQREFGS8 divided by the elapsed time in
minutes all multiplied by the minutes in a day.

REFRATE8

REFUSG8
EPKS Area4

Tag

49AM REGAM Unit NG
AVG GAS USGE TODAY 8-8

49AM REGAM Unit NG
ALLOWABLE GAS RATE 8-8

PV

Experion PKS
FKREFGAS

PV
C3
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PV

REFUSG8
Refinery
PISRC(1)
PISRC(2)
PISRC(3)

Tag

GISRC(1)
GISRC(2)
PISRC(1)
PISRC(2)

FQREFGS8
PV

+

Experion PKS

Tag

PISRC(1)
PISRC(2)
PISRC(3)
PISRC(4)
PISRC(5)

Tag

49AM REGAM Unit NG
AVG GAS USGE TODAY

REFRATE8

PV

+

FK81024B

49AM REGAM Unit NG
ALLOWABLE GAS RATE

Tag

PISRC(1)

REFUSG
Refinery
PISRC(1)
PISRC(2)
PISRC(3)

PV

49AM REGAM Unit NG
TOTAL REFINERY GAS

FKREFGAS

BOILER 7 GAS

FKREFG_A

Tag

MAXIMUM GAS ALLOWED

49AM REGAM Unit NG
TOTAL GAS USED TODAY

Tag
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MAX ALLOWABLE GAS
RATE

Tag

PISRC(1)

PV

FK71024B

PV
SP

FQREFGAS

TOTAL GAS TO REFINERY

BLFK71024B

This calculation displays the amount of TJ of
gas used in the day(12-12) so far and is
essentially the gas used so far from
FQREFGAS divided by the elapsed time in
minutes all multiplied by the minutes in a day.

GISRC(1)
GISRC(2)
PISRC(1)
PISRC(2)
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SP
PV

Page Ref 941

PV
SP

Tag
PV

Refinery

Refinery

NGMAXGAS
Plantscape

Plantscape
PV

REFRATE

The maximum gas nomination as input into
TMRW_GAS by senior shift

CL Block

NGFKREFGAS
COGEN DUCT FIRING GAS

Plantscape

FQREFGS8

TPSPoint

PV

59AM REGAM Unit 44
TOTAL LIQ BURNER GAS

PV

Tag

Refinery

TPSPoint

NGREFRATE8

Calculation that calculates the total allowable
gas flow rate to achieve todays gas target and
is effectively the ratio of amount of gas left to
use (according to the MAXGAS allocation) to
the time left in the day on a 12-12 schedule.

Tag

PV

FK23002A

TOTAL LIQ BURNER GAS
PISRC(1)
PISRC(2)

MAXGAS

CL Block

Refinery

49AM NUMERCAM Unit NG
MAX GAS RATE TOMMORROW

PV

44LBTOGASK

EPKS Area4

MAXIMUM GAS ALLOWED

PV

PV

Tag

CALCINER GAS AVAIL TODAY

MAXGAS

HOUR
MINUTE

Tommorrows gas nomination input by senior shift

Refinery

Plantscape

Tag

29AM REGAM Unit SM
SYSTEM TIME PARAMETERS

Refinery

TOTAL CALCINATION GAS

+

29AM NUMERCAM Unit PG
COGEN DUCT FIRING GAS

TPSPoint

+

TIME

TPSPoint

MAX GAS RATE TOMOROW

TMRW_GAS
Refinery

This tag mirrors a tag in on the Powerhouse
LCN which multiplies the Package Boiler 8
gas flow with the nat gas calorific value and
converts the units to TJ/day

EPKS Area4

FQREFGAS

This value adjusted by
Senior Shift Control daily
GAS FLOW TO DUCT
BURNER

FK23002A

CALRATE8
EPKS Area4

TMRW_GAS
Refinery
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PV
SP

PV

29AM NUMERCAM Unit PG
COGEN DUCT FIRING GAS
This point is replicated from a point in
the refinery which is mirrored from the
powerhouse lcn (FK23002).

Tag

49AM REGAM Unit 50
CALCINER GAS AVAIL TODAY

49AM REGAM Unit 50
TOTAL CALCINATION GAS
Normalised Cogen duct firing gas
flow value

This tag mirrors a tag in on the Powerhouse
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Figure 16: Gas Calculation Control Map
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